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How We Manapi Onr Private Tiieatrieals. 
In which will be found plain directions for the construction and arrangen 

the Stage, painting the Scenery, getting up the Costumes, making the Pr( 

and Accessories, Dints on Stage Effects, full and complete instructions for , 

Calcium Lights, etc., etc., with numerous illustrations and diagrams. To w 

added “Penelope Anne,” a roaring farce for home performance. Prepa 

the use of schools, private families, and dramatic clubs. Price 25 Cent 

Tie Actor’s Art. 
Its Requisites and how to obtain them, its Defects and how to remove 

Containing clear and full directions in every branch of the Art; with complc 

valuable instructions for beginners, relative to rehearsals, entrances and exits 

eral hints on action, qualities of voice, etc., etc. In short, an indispensable l 

the amateur. Price 15 Cem 

Parlor TaMeani; or, Animate! Pictures. 
Eor the use of Eamilies, Schools and Public Exhibitions. Containing about 

popular subjects, with plain and explicit directions for arranging the stage, 

ing-room, lights, full descriptions of costumes, duties of stage manager, pro] 

and scenery required, and all the necessary directions for getting them up, t 

any one can act in them. Everything is stated in a plain, simple manner, so 

will be easily understood ; everything like style or unnecessary show has ben 

ed, in order that all may readily grasp at the author’s meaning. 

Eor public or private entertainment, there is nothing which is so interestin 

instructive as the tableaux. Price 25 Cent 

Mow Pantomimes; or, Harleqnin in liie Shade 
How to get them up and how to act in them ; with full and concise instru 

and numerous Illustrations. Also full and complete descriptions of propertie 

costumes. It has been the aim of the author to provide harmless home amus 

for old and young, excluding everything objectionable to sound morality ant 

home training. By Tony Denier, Pantomimist, author of “Tony Denier’s! 

Pantomimes,” “ Amateur’s Guide,” etc. Price 25 Cent 

Tie Stamp Speaker. 
Being a collection of Comic Speeches and Recitations, Burlesque Orations, i 

Speeches, Laughable Scenes, Humorous Lectures, Button-Bursting Witticism 

diculous Drolleries, Funny Stories, etc., etc., translated into the four moder 

guages—Yankee, Dutch, Irish, and Ethiopian—for the convenience of the pul 

large. Price 15 Cent) 

Ventrilopism Map Easy, and The Serond-Sight Myster 
As practiced by Robert Heller and others, fully explained. In this little volui 

place all the wcndoi's of Ventriloquism at the command ot our young fri 

Price 25 Cents 

Either of the above will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt oJ 
price, by 

HAPPY HOURS COMPANY, 
No, 5 Beekman Street, New Y 
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la cigale 

CAST OP CHARACTERS. 
Original Cast, Paris, 1877. 

Henri Aiarignan, (An Artist—in love with his model, A dele . 
-skretly belied by La Cigale. ) .•.. Mon s. Dup.s. 

E1douri»e Michu, 1 'His Friend and Fellow Student—also secret 
' rivlflfor the affections ^Adele)..... <4 

Lassouche. 
Pradeau. 

Marquhs de la Houppe, (An old Beau).v:*\* 
CJount Edgar de la Houppe, (His Nephew—An exquisite). 
B'ULCOeiE, (Legal Adviser and Confidant to the Baroness.)* .. ~ 
C/ARCA 

1 i^ 
SlGNOB 

Me 

ssonne, (Proprietor and Manager 0/ a French Traz>el- 
Show—enamored of La Cigale).... 

. Filoche, (Italian wit, First tumbler, Contortionist and 
rriman—in love with La Cigale)..* 

B|bi, ( First Hercules, also a showman—the rival of r iloche 
ini the affections o/‘L.\ Cigale) 

Baron. 

Hamburger. 

TjURLciiT, (Landlord of the Babazon Inn). 
RattiIes, ( A Street Arab, or Mud Lark)..Le petit Charles. 
Gqbo, (Man with the Big Drum and Pan Pipes).- _ , p 
Lalo- rxE, ( Servant of the Baroness).Mon s. R. Mignon. 

Pok . Ir, ( At the Studio).•. ^°bte* 

La cjiGALE, (A Wandering Gypsy,of Noble Lineage).M'me C. Chaumont. 

Mad./vme la Baronne des Allures.. 
Adei 
Cati 

l.&, ( An Artist’s Model—A Coquette ). 
iarine, (A French Village Peasant, afterwards a Fans- 
an Artist’s Model, a Frequenter of Studios). 

A. Duval. 
B. Legrand. 

Baumaine. 

Three Peasant Girls, Male and Fetnale Villagers, Attendants, &c. 

Time of Representation.—Two Hours and Fifty Minutes. 

da 

COSTUMES.—MODERN. 

A farignan and Michu.—First Act: Tourist s attire 
IV r attire. Third Act: For the studio. . , , , , 
A larquis de la Houppe.—An aged aristocratic dandy s dress. 

lount Edgar de la Houppe.—A well-dressed exquisite. 

Second Act: Summer holi- 
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Dulcore.'—*Black suit, white and stiffly-starched cravat, gold-headed malacca cane, 
and silk hat. 

Circassonne, Filoche, and Bibi.—Street acrobats’ full costume, with bands for 
heads, &c., under their coats ; hats. Circassonne in the Third Act wears a travel¬ 
ling showman’s private suit entire. 

Turlot.—A French landlord’s costume. 
Raggles.—A boy’s suit, somewhat ragged. 
Lalot.—An aristocratic servant’s dress. 
Porter.—A Porter’s costume. 

' ^ _ . 

La Cigale.—First Act: Female acrobat’s dress—a man’s well-worn spring over¬ 
coat covering it. Second Act: Handsome silk or satin fashionable costume. Thirdl 
Act: Walking costume. 

Madame la Baronne des Allures,—Second and Third Acts : Changes—Handsome 
and sombre dresses fit for a high-born lady, 

Mademoiselle Adele.—Second Act: A fashionable walking costume. 1 
Catherine.—Peasant’s dress in First Act Dress suitable for an artist’s model in 

Third Act. 
Peasants,'**French peasants' costumes 

‘ " ' ; . ... . v .. .. ,. V . ,;4.i fM 

' v • - . * f . i 

PROPERTIES. 

ACT 1. 

Sketches. Pictures on walls. Plain tables r.c. and l.c. of stage. Buffett, r., 

facing audience. On the buffet are a basin of water, bottles, glasses, &c. A long 
French loaf and a brandy bottle, with a cord attached to it, inside buffet. A 1 arge 
and strong bottle standing in front of buffet. Old-fashioned chairs, arm-cl hair 
benches, stools, &c. Portmanteau with straps discovered on l.c. table. Two wri tte 
letters, both alike. A knapsack and straps, a color-box, a sketching umbrel. a 
folding chair, and all other necessaries attached to an artist’s outfit, for Marigna. n to 
bring on. A large painting (?), painted a dark grey on the canvass, to represe nt a 
fog, with a large knife in the foreground. Pocket looking-glass for Marigri an. 
Apple. Tray, with cloth on it, and breakfast laid complete for Lai Cigale. A dso 
knives and forks. An old pack of cards for La Cigale. Three coffees in cups o n a 
small tray ready, S.e.l. Short whip for Circassonne. Cigarettes to roll. Two old 
pieces of yellow paper for Circassonne's wallet. French bank notes, . A shee: : of 
note paper Pocket-book filled with bank notes for Dulcore. Big drum and Stic ks. 
Pan pipes. Long rope with wadeed ends for a street a’crobat to use in makin g a 
ring in the street. 

ACT II. 

Carpet down. Curtains to French window, c. Shrubs of various kinds in paint 
tubs on terrace A painted awning behind window is supported by small colum ns 
affixed to balustrade. Large round table and cover, c. Books, albums, flower va se 
and flowers on table. Sofaj l.c. Stands with flowers placed each side of windoj w. 

An err broidery frame (large), R.c. Easy chairs. Other chairs. Basket of ei 
broidery containing many balls of colored worsted, needles, thread, scissors, & 
Bottle of smelling salts. Cups of coffee on a tray to bring on from c. Malacca ca^ 
for Edgar 
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ACT III. 

/ 
Arm ichair. High backed chair. Other chairs. Large sofa, L. Tapestry cur¬ 

tains to’ all doors. Table with cover on it, r.c., on which are statuettes, albums, a 
small eksel, and sundry small pictures, &c., all appertaining to an artist’s studio. 
Five or six easels discovered on floor, with large and absurd paintings on them. A 
great number of canvas frames standing face to the walls on the floor. Palettes, 
brushesl paints, &c. Two small chests standing r. and l. against the wall. To¬ 
bacco, p ipes, cigarettes, matches, &c. Materials ready at wing for the quick con¬ 
struction on stage of a small platform for an artist’s model to stand on. Two thin 
clothes lines. Drapery and clothes to place over them. Tench, wash-tub, wash¬ 
board, t^et linen, soapsuds, soap, &c. Two address cards Napkin discovered on a 
piece off furniture. A letter. A package of letters. A large picture and frame— 
the painting executed on paper, that of a mountebank walking on his hands, with 
his legp high i" r 1--u ~rj- i in the air—La Cigale has to jump through this at end of drama. 

ScJTMtE.— 

SCENERY. 

ACT I. 

Exterior backing. 

L . __1 
Large c. doors. 

O O 

o 
Chair. 

D
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r.

 

Chair, Chair. ££ 
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o 

3 |Window. Table, Chair. Table. Chair. 

o Buffet. 

|The interior of a French inn at Barbizon. Large centre doors. Exterior land- 
lape backing. Doors s,e.r. and s.e.l. in side flats. Over the buffet, on r. hand, is 
■window high enough for La Cigale, by standing on a stone bottle, to mount it and 
ftok through. To the l. is a staircase running up over door s,e,l. and carried oft at 
. wing upper entrance. 

h 
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Scene.— 

ACT II. 

Landscape Backing:. 

River. 
j- 
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An Artist’s Studio. Centre doors, opening on to an interior backing. Door R.F. 
Another door, t.e.ig 

EXPLANATION OF THE STAGE DIRECTIONS. 

R. means first entrance right and right. L, first entrance left and left. S.E.R., 
Second entrance right. S.E.L., second entrance left. T.E.R , third entrance right. 
T.E.L., third entrance left. F E.R., fourth entrance right. F.E.L., fourth entrance 
left. U.E.R., upper entrance right. U.E.L., upper entrance left. R.F., right flat. 
L.F., left flat. R.C., right of centre. L.C., left of centre. C., centre. C.D., centre 
doors. C.R., centre towards right. C.L., centre towards left. Observing you are 
Supposed to face the audience. 

*** There is no charge for the performance of this piece. 

SYNOPSIS. 

Two artists *'of the future,” called respectively Henri Marignan and EdoUREE 
Michu, are on a sketching excursion in the New Forest. So far as their art is con¬ 
cerned, they are color mad, eccentric, and followers of James Whistler; with regard 
to their affections, they are apparently in love with the same “ model,” one Adele, 

a fashionable and amiable young lady, who professes to adore Marignan, but se¬ 
cretly encourages Michu. Whilst on a sketching expedition, they discover home¬ 
less and forlorn, a sad, pretty, yet half-starved circus girl, surnamed by her associates 
“La Cigale,” who has passed only seventeen summers, and who has run away from 
her confreres sooner than submit to indignity and insult They bring her to their 
inn, and Marignan—who is the best natured man in the world, the most unsuspect¬ 
ing and confiding, and with respect to love amours, the most artless and simple- 
feeds the hungry child, and when she has recoveed from her fatigue, begs her to 
relate her adventures. They are sad enough, but the recital of them does not pre¬ 
vent that flow of animal spirits which has supported “La Cigai.e” in her darkest 
hour of need. An orphan from childhood, she has been left to the care of rough men 
and threatened by designing scoundrels. Her prettiness has turned out the greatest 
curse imaginable, since every one in the circus has fallen in love with her, from the 
Manager down to the Clown. In vain she has protested against this devotion. She 
has tried every trick and art in playing one against the other, but all to no purpose. 
When the Manager has been baffled, the “Strong Man” or “ Hercules” has peeped 
round the corner; when she has coaxed the Giant not to make a fool of himself, the 
Italian Clown has come upon the scene to annoy her with his importunities and add 
to her perplexities. The persecution and the quarrels attendant on it have, in fact, 
b;come so unbearable that “ La Cigai.e” has solved the difficulty by running away 
In the midst of the recital of this anecdote the merry Ghild is horrified to hear that 
her pursuers are on her track. As quick as lightning she climbs the old stairs of an 
* pper gallery and there overhears the story of the mountebank showman, Circas- 

i onne. He has the audacity to accuse her of theft, which is too much for the high- 
spirited little waif. She slides down from her place of refuge, confronts her enemies, 
and gives the Showman, her master, the lie direct. Marignan at once sees how the 
land lies, examines the agreement between the Showman and the child, empties his 
purse,^and purchases her release. The child’s expressiveness of character becomes 
iradiant in its sublime tenderness, for her heart is really touched at this unexpected 
'.magnanimity on the part of Marignan. She secretly adores her preserver; she 
consults the cards, and dreams in her wild mad-cap fashion how she can repay all 
Marignan’s kindness. The chance comes sooner than the girl expected, for ihe ii 
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claimed as the lost heiress of a wealthy and noble family, and the representative of a 
title honored by the King and Court of France. When a child she was stolen by 
Gypsies, by them sold into Switzerland, and again to the itinerant proprietor of a 
mountebanks caravan, from which place she had been initiated into the mysteries of, 
and underwent the arduous and galling training to fit her in the fulfilment of the dan* 
gerous feats of ring horsemanship attached and belonging to the “ daring eques* 
trienne ” of circus life! Supplied with means by her discoverer, she flaunts before 
the eyes of the astonished villagers fist-fulls of French banknotes. She pays back 
all her debts to the astonished J\Iarignan, and throwing a twenty franc gold piece 
to each of her old companions of the ring, herself “ rings in the orchestra” as she 
calls it, and then bidding “ Pan and Drum ” strike up, satirically bids them “form a 
group ” for her especial honor as the act drop falls. But the confinement and refine¬ 
ment of “Society” bore “La CiGAi.E”to death. She longs for her old freedom 
and fun, and “devil-may-care” wild and roving life. She is forever balancing the 
chairs and playing with the balls of wool attached to her tambour frame She sees 
only the ridiculous side of everything. She is still the same wild flower of the 
forest, and is averse to receiving the advice and lectures of her aunt, Madame la 

Baronne des Allures, is amused at the harmless pomposity of the old Marquis 

DE la HoUppe, but shrinks with abhorrence from the dissipated young swell, his 
nephew, the young Count Edgar de la Houppe, who is destined to be her hus¬ 
band. All this time her affectionate heart is pining for her lost M arignan, although 
“she never told her love.” Accident places him once more in her way. A boat¬ 
ing accident on the Marne, opposite the Baroness' house, compels Marignan and 
Michu, in a half-drowned condition—and Adele, their blonde “ model,” in a ner¬ 
vous and frightened one—to accept temporary hospitality with the Baroness. With 
the instinctiveness of woman’s power, “La Cigale” is not long in “jumping to con¬ 
clusions,” whereby she disposes of the characters in the love amours, who directly or 
otherwise, bar the way, near or distant, to her MarignaN’s heart and love. But 
the “course of true love did run smooth,” since the amorous and generous Marig¬ 

nan is merely bewailing the loss of his adored “model,” who has been flirting too 
openly with Michu. The devoted little “La Cigale” irritated that so good a 
man should be wasted on so worthless though attractive a creature as the Blonde, 
causes a scene. Unable to give full vent to her rising indignation upon her ?ival— 
who fails to respond to her vehemence—now, in turn, turns upon the peace-maker, 
who is none other than the object of her adoration, the generous-hearted and open- 
minded Marignan. In the excitement he receives a bump, at which “ La Cig a le” 

is overjoyed, and rushing to the assistance of “the man she worships,” and whom 
she has so stricken, with one arm around his neck and the other stretched forth 
in open defiance against her rival, to the amazement of all the visitors, claims hiim as 
her own, saying, “Cards seldom lie and the prediction will come true. H<e has 
received a blow from my hand—he is mine, he is mine!” When, during the; con¬ 
sternation arising therefrom, the act drop descends. The last act of the romance is 
at hand. “La Cigale” unable to endure the matrimonial engagements madie for 
her, once more runs away, joins the old circus, and resumes her Bohemian career. 
But, true to her Marignan, ^he finds him in his studio, on the pretense of giv ing 
him a valuable commission, persuades him at last that her devotion is true and sin¬ 
cere, and persuades him to marry her. After making declaration of his pass) on, 
he asks her in marriage, promising to leave his detestable “ models ” to the future, 
and the impressionable Michu. ) 
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ACT I. 

Scene.—A Room in an Inn at Barbizon, in the forest of Fontatnbleu. 
The walls are covered with sketches, &c. Large c. doors in flat, 
opening on to a courtyard and a background of country landscape. 
Doors R F. and l.f., by which the scene is boxed in. lables u. and 
L. Buffet, r , facing the audience. On it are bottles, glasses, &c. 
Above the buffet is a small window. A practicable staircase running 
up alongside of u boxed flat and off l. Chairs, tfcc. 

Edourde Michu discovered at l. (a6/e. 

Michu ( Strapping his bag and singing, >— 

“5Tis a difficult thing to do oil painting, 
But it’s finer by far than your water color !” fir ills. 

Rider Turlot, c. door, while he is singing. He has a letter in each 
hand and is examining the addresses on both 

Turlot. (r.) One letter for you, M. Michu. 
Michu. Give it here. 
Turlot. And another for your friend, M. Marignan. Now it seems 

to me the}r are both written by the same person. 
Michu. Why so ? 
Turlot. Because the two addresses are in the same hand-writing. 

Lpok ! (He shores the two letters to Michu. 

Michu. ( Taking one of the letters.) That does not follow. 
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TurloL They’re from the same person, I tell you ! it seems to me 
from the self-same person ! 

(He goes down stage r., and arranges the things on buffet, 
Michu. (c., down stage.) It is from A dele ! 
TurloL (Overhears him—Aside.) Oh! oh! (Goes up c., and 

looks out.) I smell a rat! 
Michu. (Reads.) “Dearest, I have over-estimated my strength. 

I am not able to let eight days go by without seeing you. To-morrow, 
Thursday, I shall take the nine o’clock train and wili be at the Melun 
station at eleven. Come to meet me with a carriage. I send a heart- 
full of kisses. Adele.” “P. S.—I have written the same thing to 
Marignan, only to you, however, is this sincere.” 

TurloL (Returns c,, and looks up at staircase, L.) Is he never 
coming down, this M. Marignan? 

Michu. (R.) He is busy getting ready to go to the forest to paint, 
and that is no light affair when Marignan loads up with that ob¬ 
ject. 

TurloL (Looking up at staircase.) Oh, here he comes, and as 
heavily laden as a cheap jack at a fair ! (Laughs. 

Enter Henri Marignan, from staircase, l. He is completely equipped 
—a knapsack on his back; in his hands a color-box, a sketching um¬ 
brella, a folding-chair, &c. ‘ 

Marignan. (c.) Examine me thoroughly, please. ( Twists round.) 
I am sure I lack something. I don’t know what it is—I miss it. 
Yes, I miss something—something—some- 

Michu. (r. ) Why, no ; you have your bag, and your umbrella, 
and your camp-chair, and your- < ( 

Marig. My camp-chair! Have I got it? (Showing it.) Yes, 
here it is, here’s my camp-chair. * 

TurloL (c., who has also closely inspected Mauignan.) Ye4, you 
Lave not your flask, M. Marignan. (Aside.) Must look after .busi¬ 
ness. ( Goes to the buffet, b. 

Marig. What did I tell you, Michu? eh? I knew there was Some¬ 
thing missing—my flask ! 

TurloL (Placing the cord of the flask about the neck of Mariguast. f- 
There you are, messieur, and there’s a letter that the messenger has 
just brought you. ( Gives letter. 

Marig. ( Taking the letter and letting all his boxes fall on, TurLot’s 

toes, who jumps away halloing.) I know the writing. ’Tis a Ibtter 
from Adele—from Adele! (Kisses it. 

Michu. ( With indifference.) Ah! 
TurloL (Looking at Michu.) Ah! ah! (Aside.) I smell/two 

rats. ( Touches the tip of his \iose. 
Marig. ( To Turlot. ) What’s the matter with you ? 
TurloL Nothing—nothing ! Nothing at all! 
Marig. (Kisses Ihe letter again—reads.) “My Dearest—I have 
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over-estimated my strength. I am not able to let eight days go by 
without seeing you. ” (Speaking,) She loves me dearly and I love 
her dearly too. (Kissing the letter. ) That dear Adele ! (Reading.} 
“To-morrow, Thursday, I shall take the nine o’clock train and will 
be at the Melun station at eleven. Come to meet me with a carriage. 
I send a heartfull of kisses. Adele,” 

Michu. Is there no post-script ? 
Marig. No ! why do you ask ? 
Michu. Oh, nothing ! I thought women had such a habit of put¬ 

ting all their kernel into that nutshell. 
Marig. Well, there is no kernel here then. (Laughs.) To-mor¬ 

row, Thursday ? why, that’s to-day ! 
Turlot. Yes. 
Marig. Then I must have a carriage for half-past ten, see to that, 

Turlot. 
Turlot. To the minute, messieur, to the minute—never fear! 

( Goes up and busies himself with the furniture, 
Marig. (Picking up paint-box and stool.) On the strength of that 

let’s go and work. We’ve two good hours before us yet. Come on, 
Michu, come on 

Michu. I am ready. But do you take no canvass with you? 
That stud}7 that you have begun. 

Marig. I told that young fly-catcher to bring it. Where is he? 
(Calls up stairs.) Hey there, fly-catcher! 

(Michu gels his paint-box, 
A child's voice. (FromflieSy l.) Here, sir, coming, coming! 

Enter Battles, a streel-boy, by the stairway, l. , unlcemped and wild- 
looking, bearing a large painting, 

Marig. Put that there for a moment, that we may judge how it 
looks. (Battles puts the picture on a chair, l.c ) Eh ! what do you 
say to that? (Turlot comes down R.c., to examine the picture.) The 
forest of Fontaiubleau during a heavy fog ; an idea, eh ? 

(Chuckles. There is nothing on the canvass save a grey tint 
spread over it all, and a large knife in the foreground. 

Turlot. (Stooping down and looking at the picture closelyt Battles 

also examining itf l.c.) What have you put in the foreground there, 
a knife ? 

Marig. Yes, that’s the idea! By which you are to understand 
that the fog is thick enough to cut into with a knife. ( Chuckles, 

Michu. Splendid ! ah ! 
Turlot. Ah ! splendid ! 
Rattles. (Absorbed.) Oh! 
Marig, Ingenious, isn’t it ? There’s no harm in putting a little 

spirit into one’s picture, is there? (Chuckles.) Not bad, not bad! 
(Turlot takes up the sounds and laughs at him aside.) Come here a 

moment, Turlot. (Turlot does so.) Find that little glass which 
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ought to be in my vest pocket. (Turlot brings out a pocket-looking- 
glass from Mabignan’s vest pocket.) Yes, that’s it. (He looks at him¬ 
self',) That’s right. Now put it back. (Turlot replaces it.) 
Thanks. Come on, Michu. (Loaded.) You go first, fly-catcher. 

Hatties. (Taking up the canvas.) Yes, sir. 
(He goes out by the door c. in flat. 

Marig. (Coming back to Turlot.) And don’t forget, Turlot, a 
carriage at half-past ten—a good carriage—to go after Adele—my 
Adele—with. 

Turlot. Never fear, messieur, to the minute. 
Marig. (To Michu, as he is going out, c.d.) Nobody will ever 

know to what degree I love Adele—my Adele ! Never, never, never 
will anyone ever, ever, ever know ! Oh ! ( They exeunt, c.d. 

Turlot (Laughing.) Ah ! M. Marignan is a splendid fellow, and 
he is in splendid luck, for his father is rich, and if it wasn’t for that 
his paintings would not pay for his salt! 

Dulcore. ( Calling without door, s.e.b.) Mr. Landlord ! 

Enter Dulcore and Catharine, s.e,b. 

Dulcore. (r.) You are there, aren’t you, landlord? 

Turlot. (l.) Is that you, Monsieur Dulcore?| 
Dulcore. I have done with number five, landlord, and am ready 

for number six. 
Turlot. Number six? 
Dulcore. Yes ! There is a number six, isn’t there ? 
Turlot. To be sure ! and plenty more numbers in my kitchen, all 

awaiting their turn! 
Dulcore. Very good, go and get number six directly. 
Turlot. I’m going. (Coming back again.) But we must have a 

little conversation together, M. Dulcore. Things cannot go on like 
this. We must have a little conversation, I say—yes, monsieur, con¬ 
versation—we two ! ( Exits into the kitchen, door s.e.l. 

Catharine. (Approaching Dulcore ) Cannot you make me of 
service to you, monsieur ? Say yes—do ! 

Didcore. No, my poor, dear number five ! 
Cath. (Surprised.) Monsieur ! 
Dulcore. (Recollecting himself.) I mean my poor young woman ! 
Catli. (Dejected.) It is too bad ! I do assure you, monsieur, 

that I should always serve you. I am—so—discreet! 
Dulcore. That would not suffice, my dear ! 
Cath. Eh! 
Dulcore. I mean my poor girl! 
Cath. Oh! 
Dulcore. There are times when discretion will suffice, and there 

are times when it will not suffice. As regards our business, discretion 
alone will not suffice, something besides is necessary. 
^ (laih. What is that, monsieur ? Iam discreet. 
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Dulcore. Why, it is necessary to have been brought up until you 
were three years and a half old on a farm at Poitou, to have been 
stolen at that age by gypsies, to have disappeared for many years, to 
have reappeared within six months in various localities, but particu¬ 
larly in the vicinity of Fontainbleau, and to have become one of a 
troupe of mountebanks directed by the mother Gendarme! You are 
nothing of all this ! 

Gath. No, indeed ! But I am so discreet. 
Dulcore. That may be. But you were not brought up on the 

Poitou farm until you were three years and a half of age, you were 
not stolen, you have not disappeared for many years, and you have 
not reappeared in as many months in sundry places ; well then, you 
can’t be of auy service.to me in any way. 

Calk. Is that final, monsieur? 
Dulcore. I am very sorry to say it is, my dear. 
Gath, Very well, then ; but you have made a mistake, for I am 

truly very discreet, and—and—an—oh, dear, dear ! 
(Cries and exits c.d. 

Turlot. ( Without s.e.l.) Come along, come along ! 

Enter Turlot, s.e.l., pulling in a peasant girl, who is munching an 
apple. 

Turlot. (c.) Here’s 3rour number six. 
Dulcore. (r., staring at the peasant, l.) Ah ! a very pretty per¬ 

son ! decidedly a very pretty person. (He motions her to go into 
S.E.R.) Enter there, M’lle. Number Six. 

Peasant. (Crossing over to b., and hesitating before entering the 
chamber, s.e.r. ) Wli-a-a-tfor? • 

Dulcore. Oh, don’t be afraid, you’ll soon know. (Leads her to 
S.E.R.) Go in there, and await my coming. (Pushes Peasant into 
door, s.e.r.) Now, landlord, I am at your service. You desired to 
have conversation with me. 

Turlot. And a serious one, monsieur. The villagers are gossiping 
all through the village and around the neighborhood. I can’t hide it 
from you, their gossiping is about you ! 

Dulcore. No! —really! (Laughs. 

Turlot. It is now eight days since you took possession of that 
chamber. (Points s.e r.) You spehd money, and plenty of it—you 
pay well, I don’t deny it, but you are mysterious. Don’t deny it, you 
are mysterious, and you know it Eight days have you shut your¬ 
self up with every young girl from the country round, and only on 
the pretext of making them a most important communication. 

Dulcore. Do they suspect me then ? 
Turlot. Decidedly yes! 
Dulcore. Very well, they are wrong and I right? 
Turlot. De-ci-dedly no! It surprised me too, wonderfully sur¬ 

prised me, I may say. It seemed to me an almost impossible possi- 
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bility that yon conld have bad so many young and charming young 
lady visitors, possessing as you do such an extraordinary unprepos¬ 
sessing physiognomy ! 

Dulcore. (Angrily.) What do you say ? What? 
Turlot. Ob, nothing, I never say anything. But say something to 

me, won’t you ? give me some sort of a kind of explanation, that I 
may have something to say to those chattering village magpies when 
they come round me questioning ! 

jDulcore. What if I cannot give you any explanations? What if I 
should be myself only an instrument, a mere cog in a mere wheel, or, 
if indeed I should only be the mouth-piece, the agent of one of the 
highest ladies belonging to the Court of France ? 

Turlot. One of the highest? Is it possible? 
Dulcore. Yes, Madame la Baronne des Allures! Such as you see 

me, I have always been. For twenty years I have been her legal 
adviser, her confidant in the administration of her affairs. Madame 
la Baronne once had a brother—a scamp—who suddenly disap¬ 
peared. 

Turlot. (Pompously.) Ah! 
Dulcore. This scamp had a daughter—this daughter if alive would 

now be eighteen years of age. No one can state positively what has 
become of her. 

1 urlot. (Pompously.). Oh! 
Dulcore. Now, certaiu indications lead to the belief that she is in 

this neigborhood. Madame, the Baroness, has ordered me to come 
here and try to find this young person. Have I solved the mystery 
of my presence here? do you consider my explanation satisfac¬ 
tory ? 

Turlot. Perfectly. (Bows.) I can answer that way at least 
when they question me. (Goes up a few steps and returns.) I’m 
afraid you don’t like my having asked you for an explanation of your 
presence here ? 

Dulcore. I don’t like it. And these young girls whom I question 
think as you did, that the important communication which I have 
to make is all a trick. Wait, there is number six in that room. 
(Points s.e.e.) She too is imagining what it is I may have to com¬ 
municate ! 

Turlot. What will you do if she imagines incorrectly ? 
Dulcore. Undeceive her, that’s all. 

(Exeunt Dulcore, s.e.r., and Turlot, s.e.l. Music. 

Enter Edouiide Michu, c. door, from B., excited. 

Michu. (r.c,, calls.) Quick, quick, Turlot. 

Re-enter Turlot, hurriedly, s.e.e. 

Michu. Get something to eat, something to drink. 
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Turlot. What’s up? what’s happened? what’s the matter? Good 
heavens ! ( Crosses to buffet, r., and prepares table, 

Mtchit. A poor child that we’ve found in the forest. I’m afraid 
she’s dying,* poor girl. JShe has eaten nothing for twenty-four hours. 
Hurry, Turlot, hurry. ( Goes up, l. 

Enter Henri Marignan, c d., from r., bearing La Cigai.e in his arms 
—She is attired in a mountebank's costume, which is frayed, patched, 
and disordered, but guady. 

Marig. (l.c.) Come, my poor little child, shall I put you down? 
La Cigale. (In the arms of Marignan.) No, let me be here. 
Marig. What, in my arms? 
La Cigale. Yes ! 
Marig. Why ? 
La Cigale. 1 like it. 

Marig. (Laughs.) Can you not walk? 
La Cigale. Oh ! yes, I can walk. I could do more than that if I 

wanted to, but I don’t want to, because I like better to be carried—it 
gives—me—pleasure—to be carried I 

Marig. Poor little thing! There, sit down there ! 
( Takes a small table from Turlot, r,, on which is wine, a glass, 

and eatables, and places it quickly in front of La Cigale. 

La Cigale. All that ? (Laughs. 

Michu. Yes. 
La Cigale. Am I going to be able to eat all that ? 
Michu. Yes. 
La Cigale. ( Seizing the piece of bread.) Ah ! 

( Eats ravenously—chokes—Michu and Marignan slap her back 
and give her wine. 

Marig. (Stops her.) But not too fast, you will injure yourself. 
La Cigale. Oh, don’t fear, I will eat slowly, very slowly, ( While 

she devours the bread, c., Marignan Jills her more wine, which she 
drinks.) Thanks, messieurs! 

Turlot. (r., ichispers to Michu, r.c.) I recognize her! 
Michu. How ? 
Turlot. Why, yes, I recognize her. I saw her the other day in a 

tent at the festival at Melun. She was as funny as could be, and she 
made such somersaults. But I’ll leave her to your care, gentlemen, 
while I attend to the comforts of my guests. (Exit c.d., off l. 

Marig. (Sits, l.c.) But how happens it, child, that you had 
quitted your company when we found you in the forest ? Had you 
lost your way ? 

La Cigale. I’m going to tell you about that. 
« ( Gasps a little for breath• 

Marig. Drink a little more wine. (He fills her glass—she drinks, 
La Cigale. Thanks! 
Marig. But if it will tire you to tell us your story now, you can 

tell us later. 
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La Cigale. Oh, no, I’ll tell it to you at once, only—only you must 
not hurry me. I shall talk slowly at first—very slowly. 

Marig. Yes, that’s right ! Slowly—very slowly ! 
(She begins her recital without leaving the table, while Marignan 

and Michu continue beside her, waiting upon her. 
La Cigale. Well, I ran away, because—becau—well, the cause of it 

all was love! 
Marig. and Michu. ( Together.) Love ! 
La Cigale.' Yes, love! You must know I should not have been 

obliged to run away if my manager, M. Carcassonne, first physician 
extraordinary in all sorts of things—with everybody and everything 
—had not taken it into his self-willed head to become enamoured of 
La Cigale. 

Marig. La Cigale ? 
Michu. Who’s that ? 
La Cigale. That’s me. (Laughs.) 1 am La Cigale ! It was with 

me my manager fell in love. At first I doubted it, but one day when 
he had gone too far I was obliged to break a bottle over his head, and 
you know I did break it and no mistake, and—and he didn’t make mo 
pay for breaking the bottle! (Laughs.) Nor the damage to his 
head ! 

Michu and Marig. (Laughing.) Oh ! 
La Cigale. (Laughs.) That was a proof that he was in love with 

me, wasn’t it? From that day out I dreamed of nothing else but 
how to rid myself of Monsieur Carcassonne, for that was his name. 
It was not easy, but happily an idea came to me ! 

Marig. ( Filling her glass.) Let us have the idea ! 
La Cigale. (Jumps on to the table and sits.) Among the troupe 

there was a very handsome man. Oh! so handsome! O-h ! Bibi 
was his name—he was called the first liercules in all sorts of things— 
a superb man. He never noticed me in the least, though every one 
said I was pretty, the cruel fellow! But, (smiles) bless you ! Ire- 
sorted to a little ruse, and in passing near him one evening, I said, 
“Lord ! what a fine thing it is to be a handsome man,” and I looked 
at him like this, you know ! (Looks coquetlishly at Michu,) Do you 
see ? 

Michu. (Seated r.) Yes, yes, ice see ! (Laughs—aside.) What 
a funny little thing ! 

La Cigale. (Looks coqueitishly at Marignan.) Like this! Do 
you see ? 

Marig. (Laughs.) Yes, I see! 
La Cigale. Upon that Bibi fell in love with me! oh, so in love! 

(claps her hands) and jealous ! Wasn’t it fun ? So jealous, that one 
day when the manager had taken the liberty to put his arm about my 
waist, Bibi took him by the back of the neck, he did, and sent him 
spinning fifteen paces or more like a top until he hit his nose against 
the canvass of the tent, which stopped his spinning. (Laughs.) 1 
was safe as regards my manager, but (suddenly serious) there was 
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cue thing I had not dreamed of, wlibh was that the hercules was left 
behind ! 

Marig. (Seated l. ) What, Bibi? 
La Cigale. Bibi! Well, I broke a bottle over his head too when 

he went too far! I had to do it, for wasn't I so little and he was so 
strong ? This time my manager made me pay for the bottle. I then 
got a second idea. There was in the troupe a sort of contortionist 
named Filoche, first tumbler in all sorts, and then he did a double 
turn and played merriman, for he could make the people laugh, he 
was so witty ! But neither did he notice me a bit, 1 drew near and 
said to him, “It is a fine thing to be a man of wit, and funny ; as for 
me, if ever I should be foolish it would certainly be with a man of 
spirit and fun, and wit,” and I looked at him like this—but I showed 
you before, didn’t I ? 

(Laughs. Marignan and Michu laugh, together. 
Marig. Never mind, do it again, do it again. 

(She throws the same glance again and all three laugh heartily. 
La Cigale. And there was my fool of a man of wit more in love 

with me than both the others put together ! It was exactly upon that 
I had calculated. From that moment out I lived in peace for six 
weeks. They adored me, all three of them, but if one of the little 
ones budged, my hercules looked askance at him, and when the her¬ 
cules became too tender, the two little ones showed their teeth. 

Marig. (Laughing.) Capitally done ! 
Michiu (Laughing.) Yes, done capitally! Wasn’t it? Oh! 
La Cigale. (Laughing.) Wasn’t it? 
Michu. And they showed their teeth, did they ? 
Marig. But without biting ! (Both laugh heartily. 
La Cigale. (Laughing, then verging into seriousness.) But, do 

you know, day before yesterday I perceived that my three lovers, in¬ 
stead of passing the day in disputing for me according to habit ap¬ 
peared to agree exceedingly well together. They laughed, they whis¬ 
pered, and from laughing began talking low, and then they looked at 
me meaningly! Then I said to myself, “Attention, my child, you 
must bike care of your good name.” (Proudly.) And I did take 
care of my good name! Well, the day passed. We gave seventeen 
representations, and I made a success; “a great and glorious suc¬ 
cess, and received an avalanche of well-merited' applause,” as the 
play'bills say. (Laughing.) I was coquettish, you know—you un¬ 
derstand. I hoped to provoke them against against each other—but 
not at all—they kept on laughing, and talking low, and looking at 
me—not as they looked at me before. ( Tittering) It was another 
kind of look this time! scowling like. (Scowls.) Well, after the 
seventeenth representation it was half-past eleven in the evening. M. 
Carcassonne, our manager, said to us, “That is enough, all over 
for to-night—now to supper,” and we took our places at supper—all 
four seated on the ground behind the tent. The night was lovely, 
that is, outside the tent; all overhead the stars and the beautiful blue 
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sky, and all round about tis, inside the tent, an odor of frying pan 
and burn’fc onions! (Claps her hands with delight.) But, truly, a 
beautiful night. Every few minutes, during the supper, my manager 
poured out wine for me, and that astonished me, because—well, 
really, though he might be deeply in love with La Cigale, my mana¬ 
ger, yes, he still knew how to practice economy. It asonislied me, 
but, bless you, I drank all the same, that I might not seem to suspect 
anything, while drinking made me gay, and feeling myself so lively, 
so gay, I kept saying to myself, “Take care, my child, take care,”and 
I did take care. Toward the end of the supper, my manager took 
from his wallet three bits of paper, gave them to me and said, “Do 
us the favor to write our three names on these little slips.” I did not 
understand, but that was nothing. I wrote the three names, Bibi, 
Carcassonne, and Filoche. When I had written them they folded the 
three pieces of paper and put them into a straw hat, then passing the 
hat to me, they requested me to take one bit of paper out of it with¬ 
out choosing. I still could not understand, but that was nothing. 
I took a piece just by chance, I opened it and read the name of Filoche / 
“No chance!” said Carcassonne. “All up!” said Bibi. And away 
they went, both of them, out of the tent. I was left alone with 
Filoche, and he took a step toward me, winking and opening his 
arms. ( She seats her seif on one of the arms of the chair.) Then I un¬ 
derstood. They had put me in the lottery, the ugly, evil-minded 
things, and it was Filoche who had drawn me for himself! 

(Becomes excited. 
Marig. ( Excitedly.) Go on ! Go on ! 
La Cigale. (Standing on the arm-chair.) I did not stop to count 

one, two, three, and away. I took my leap at once ! ( She places her 
foot on Marignan’s knee, springs in the air before him, and lands on 
the other side, runs round about the two chairs and under Michtj’s 

legs.) I sprang over Filoche’s head and ran, he after me, I doubled, 
turned, ran under his legs, and made another leap of peril. I landed 
six paces away outside the tent, and then I began to run in earnest. 
Filoche cried out. At his cry the hercules and my manager ran, 
and they, too, followed me. I slapped the talking decapitated head, 
I knocked over the somnambulist, sent flying our lame showman who 
tried to bar my flight with his wooden leg, I tumbled over the giantess, 
who fell into a ditch, then I jumped up and ran again. All the mon¬ 
sters began to howl, the women to screech, the men to swear, the 
dogs to bark. And I ran. I crossed in running every hay-field in 
Melun. I ran, and ran, and ran, until them that followed were left 
well behind. All of a sudden I heard a galoping at my side, they 
seemed to be overtaking me. I turned, it was the calf with two 
heads, which had broken its cord and followed me. Said I, or rather 
halloed, “get away, you ugly brute!” I ran, and he ran too. My 
legs became entangled in something. It was the calf, who had just 
dropped one of his heads! (Laughs immoderately. 

Marig. The best one, perhaps ! 
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La Cigale. No, it was the artificial one ! I gave it a good Kick, 
the calf ran after it, and left me all alone. I reached the forest, my 
little heart went pit-a-pat and jumped in my breast. It seemed I 
must fall to the ground, but that was nothing for I was safe, I no 
longer had before me that horrible Fiioche with his burning eyes and 
arms opened wide— brrr! 1 remained all that beautiful day and 
during the dull hours of the live-long night, not daring to show my¬ 
self, so afraid was I of being retaken. Then you found me. 1 would 
have run away, but when one has not eaten for twenty-four hours, 
one does not run so easily as when one has just supped. You ran 
after me, you caught me, and here I am ! 

Marig. And we are very well pleased to have caught you, do you 
understand? Little Cigale, we are very well satisfied. 

( He offers her both hands. 
La Cigale. (Still sealed and putting her two hands in his.) And I 

—I, too, am very well satisfied to have been caught by you, do you 
understand, M. -what is your name ? 

Marig. (Letting go her hands.) Marignan ! 1 amMarignan, and 
he is Michu! 

La Cigale. (Laughing.) Yes, Michu. 
Marig. He is Michu, and I am Marignan. 
La Cigale. Marignan! 

( She iooks at him from head to foot and laughs. 
Marignan, What makes you laugh ? 
La Cigale. (Still laughing.) Something that I said to myself when 

I looked at you. 
Marig. What was it ? 
La Cigale. (Laughing still.) Oh, I don’t dare ! 
Marig. Tell it, come on ! 
La Cigale. ( Still laughing.) It was that—no, really, I dare not. 
Marig. Oome on. 
La Cigale. Well, then, it was that you would have made a real 

good mountebank. (Michu and Marignan burst out laughing. 
Marig. Was that all ? 
La Cigale. No, that was not all. You have been very kind to me, 

what can I do to thank you? Would you like me to tell your for¬ 
tune? 

Marig. If you like. 
La Cigale. Give me your hand. 
Marig. ( Giving his left hand.) There ! 
La Cigale. (Examining the palm.) Oh, good heavens t 
Marig. ( Uneasily.) What do you see there ? 
La Cigale. There is just what I feared to see. 
Marig. (More uneasy. ) What’s there? Let us hear ! 
La Cigale. ( Studying his hand.) You have a generous nature# 
Marig. Perhaps! 
La Cigale. You are possessed of a noble soul. 
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Marig. Well? 
La Cigale. And you love-- 
Maricj. Yes, I love Adele, who is a blonde. 
La Cigale. She is a blonde. I was just about to say so. (Laugh¬ 

ing. ) Well, this person- 
Marig. ( With great seriousness.) This person- 
La Cigale. (Seeing Marignan’s serious air—lets fall his hand.) 

Nothing! It is foolish stuff this fortune telling. Are you foolish 
enough to believe in in it? 

Marig. (Holding out his hand and seriously anxious.) But since 
you have begun. 

La Cigale. It is nothing, I tell you, it is nothing. (Aside to 
Michu. ) I really cannot tell him what I have seen. This woman 
that he adores- 

Michu. What of her? 
La Cigale. She deceives him ! 
Michu. (Smiling.) Do you think so? 
La Cigale. Yes, she deceives him. She loves a monkey ! 
Michu. Do you think so ? 
La Cigale. I am certain of it. 

(Michu retires up c., and looks out—The door s.e.r., opens very 
gently—Marignan seats himself l.—La Cigale takes an old, 
pack of cards from her pocket and spreads them on the stage, 
LC. 

Enter Dulcore, s.e,r. 

Dulcore. ( Calling, r. ) M. Innkeeper ! 

Enter Turlot, s.e,l. 

Turlot. Your pleasure, monsieur ? 
Dulcore. I have now done with number six* (The peasant girl 

appears at s.e.r.) Bring me number seven. 
(Speaks aside to the peasant and exits s.e,b. 

Turlot. I will fetch her, monsieur. 
(Exit c.d.—The Peasant, who, on overhearing Dulcore’s words, 

has left room, s. e. r. , stands dejectedly c. 
Michu. (Going to the Peasant, c.) What’s the matter, my charmer? 

Not low-spirited, eh? Cheer up, young, pretty, rosy, dimpled- 
(Advances and chucks Iter under the chin — 2'he Peasant imme¬ 

diately slaps his face and hurries out c.d.—La Cigale at her 
cards, and Marignan at l. table, laugh. 

Michu. ( To Marignan—rubbing his cheek.) Do you see anything 
to laugh at ? 

Marig. No, but I heard something. (Laughs. 
La Cigale. So did I! (Laughs. 
Michu. And I felt it! But I can’t laugh at it 

(La Cigale and Marignan continue their laughter. 
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Enter Turlot, c.d., with another Peasant. 

Turlot. Here she is, Monsieur Dulcore ! 

Enter Dulcore, s.e.r. 

Turlot. I could not tell wliat had become of her. Some rough 
mountebanks came into the court-yard of the Inn, when all your 
young women rushed away. (Exit c.d., off a. 

La Cigale. Mountebanks! (She crosses the stage, running, jumps 
on a stool, from that to the buffet, puts her foot on a bottle, and from 
there, keeping her equilibrium, looks out of the little window over the 
buffet.) It is indeed them—Bibi, Carcassonne and Filoche ! They 
are looking for me. (She jumps down from the bottle at a bound and 
slaps both Marignan and Michu.) Don’t you tell them I am here—- 
if you do, mind I am lost. 

(Exit quickly up stairs, l.—Marignan follows half-way up the 
stairs and waits—Michu at the foot. 

Dulcore. ( Who has been speaking to the Peasant.) Go in there, 
mademoiselle, and I’ll astonish you ! 

( Ushers the Peasant into s.e.r., and follows her. 
Turlot. ( Outside, c., off r.) There you are—you’ll find it—that’s 

the public room. 

Enter Carcassonne, c.d., from r*—he walks round the room as if it 
belonged to him—when his back is turned to the audience, the coat 
covering his circus clown's di'ess is seen split up the back—he sits on 
table, r. 

Carcassonne. ( Calls.) Inn-keeper ! inn-keeper ! 
Turlot. ( Outside.) Well! 
Care. “Well!” That’s not the wav to talk to a gentleman, and a 

customer! ( Goes up, looks out c.d.) Coffee, do you hear ? Co (fee, 
and let it be for three, with a little civili-tee, and please to be in a hur- 
rie! (Turlot laughs outside—Comes down to r. table indignant, and 
sits.) Where is my first Hercules ? ( Calls.) Bibi, my noble Trojan, 
where art thou ? 

Eider Bibi, c.d., and comes down to table, r# 

Care. And my first tumbler—my spiral contortionist—my India- 
rubber man ? Elastic—I say, where art thou ? 

Enter Filoche, c.d.—as usual, slowly-followed by Turlot, who brings 
three coffees—in cups—on a tray, which he places on r. table. 

Turlot. Here’s your coffee. It’s all rea-dy, served with civili-tee 
and alacri-ty9 and if you don’t like it, why hang me ! 
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( The Mountebanks look indignant and pour out their coffees into 
the saucers—Turlot struts up the stage, chuckling, and stands 
at back listening—Carcassonne, Bibi, and Filoche balance 
their coffee in saucers on their four fingers and thumb, and 
hold them aloft. 

Care. All hail! 
Bibi. Hail all! 
Fdoche. All hail! ( They sip their coffee and sniff at it disgusted. 
Care, I say, did you ever taste such coffee as this before? 
Bibi. (Tragically.) Never! 
Care. What, never? 
Bibi. Hardly ever ! ( They drink again* 
Care. Business! (Finishes his coffee, rises, crosses to c., and bows 

and clowns to Marignan and Michu, who are seated l.) No one here 
to introduce a gentleman, that gentleman is going to introduce him¬ 
self! I am—yes—Monsieur Carcassonne, first physician in all sorts 
of things, director of the troupe known under the name of ‘‘Troupe 
de M. Carcassonne.’' There! since the presentations are made, with 
your permission, gentlemen, I would ask you a question. You 
haven’t happened to see about here a young artist? (Sits again, c. 

Marig. ( Without rising and rolling a cigarette.) A young artist? 
Care. A young artist! A young acrobat, age eighteen, an oval 

face—shape of an egg—same intellectual expression. Answers to the 
name of La Cigale—not cigar, for there’s nothing of the Havana 
straight about her, she’s a tumbler—and she goes dressed in a costume 
which was once gorgeously handsome, but is now only decayingly 
sumptuous, and belongs to the departed race of one of the “has 
beens!” 

Marig. (Still sitting and rolling cigarette.) No, we have not seen 
him. 

Care. (Starts up.) Demon! art thou sure? “You say so now, 
but tortures soon shall make you speak the truth!” (A movement by 
Marignan—to Turlot.) And thou, vile caitiff! where is my che-i-ld, 
my long-lost che-i-ld ? Hast thou seen her, vampire ? 

Turlot. (At r. table—winks, and places forefinger on the side of his 
nose.) Click ! I never see anything ! 

(Exits c.d., with coffee on tray—Carcassonne appears annoyed 
—Bibi laughs at him, and Carcassonne turns upon him indig¬ 
nantly. 

Bibi. (Humbly.) I stand corrected. 
Care. (Smiling proudly to Marignan.) The man with the iron 

jaw stands corrected. ( Tableau—strikes a momentary altitude only.) 
Yes, I would give anything to find her, for in running away from me 
(quickly) she has robbed me of an object of great value ! 

• (La Cigale instantly appears at the head of the stairs l., and 
listens —she is excited and angry—Bibi and Filoche look 
amazed at Carcassonne. 

Marig. (At l. table, surprised.) What object ? 
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Care. A spe-oon ! A silver spe-oon, gentlemen, of rare and curious 
workmanship, which I greatly prized. She has divided my old silver 
—my old family plate ! 

(Pretends to weep—La Cigale, who—overhearing the accusa¬ 
tion—has bounded down the stairs previous to this, on passing 
l. table, seizes a bottle from it, and menacingly stands in front 
of Carcassonne—she is restrained by Marignan—Tableau. 

Marig. Don’t—don’t brain him ! 
Care. No, no ! don’t bottle me ! 
La Cigale. If he repeats the lie, I will. (Bottle raised. 
Care. No, no ! That was only a farce. 
La Cigale. A Farce? AVe’ll—we’ll have a Tragedy. (Is making 

for Carcassonne again—restrained by Marignan.) You great bri¬ 
gand ! 

Care. So I said to m}Tself, “if La Cigale is hiding, the surest way 
of forcing her to show her colors will be to accuse her of stealing my 
old family plate.” Good idea, wasn’t it ? (Laughs. 

La Cigale. (Laughs.) The old family plate of the old family ! 
Carcassonne a gentleman ! ha ! ha ! 

Carc. That’s where the farce comes in. That’s the successful idea ! 
(Coughs. ) Standing-room only ! Now that you are found we have 
nothing further to do than to depart, all four of us. 

La Cigale. (Alarmed.) To go with you? No, no ! 
Care. Certainly, to go with me ! Yes, yes ! 
La Cigale, I will not! (To Marignan and Michu.) You won’t 

let me, will you ? You will forbid me to go, won’t you ? 
Marig. (Putting her over to the l. ) Never fear, little Cigale ! 

( Stands l.c., ready for all comers. 

Carcassonnne. 

Bibt. c. Marignan. 

^ r.c. l.c. ^ La Cigale. 

Filoche. Michu. 

r. Table. Table. L. 

Care. Ah ! ah ! if the gentleman interferes ! 
(Prepares to fight—bares arm, stands erect and looks defiant— 

when perfectly ready he walks leisurely up the stage. 
Bibi. Here, this is my business ! 

( Coughs, throws out his chest, crosses to Marignan, and places 
himself in a boxing attitude. 

Marig. ( To Bibi.) Did you speak ? 
(Smokes gently and puts up his hands—Bibi crosses over to r. 

corner. 
Care. What, my Hercules to show the white feather? I’m 

ashamed of you. (Looks for Filoche. ) Where’s my India-rubber 
man ? But, gently, gently ! Before preparing to give the gentleman 
a thrashing—as .lie gentleman seems to be very much of a gentleman 
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—I am sure he will change his mind when he throws his optic upon 
this paper. (He takes a yellow paper from a portfolio and gives it to 
Marignan. ) Look at this, cully ! 

Marig. What is all this ? 
Care. Read, I pray you. (Seats himself c. 
Marig. (Beading.) “ Engagement—The herein named Marguer¬ 

ite, called Caoutchouc, first dislocater and acrobat, in all sorts, en¬ 
gages herself to execute all her acrobatic feats of dislocation, includ¬ 
ing that which consists in placing her head one yard and a half from 
the rest of her person.” 

Care. (Rising and taking hack the paper.) That is not the right 
paper, that’s not it, I mistook it. La Cigale? Let’s see—let’s see ! 
(He searches the portfolio and hands another paper to Marignan. ) Ah, 
here it is. This is it, cully ! Throw your two optics over that, 
cully! 

Marig. (Beading.) “Between the undersigned, M. Carcassonne, 
Manager—living now in one place, now in another—and the Demoi¬ 
selle, La Cigale—of the same address as aforesaid—it has been 
agreed and resolved as follows: the Demoiselle La Cigale declares 
herself engaged in the troupe of Monsieur Carcassonne, in the 
capacity of first character in all sorts, juniper, balancer, singer of 
comic songs, etc., etc, The Demoiselle will make one of the troupe 
until the twenty-fifth of October, 1878.” 

Care. Exactly ! I count upon her to make my exhibition. Do 
you understand ? 

La Cigale. (Passing round to Carcassonne.) What does that 
prove ? 

Care. Why, it proves that you are still under obligations to me ! 
La Cigale. But there is something of more value than all other en¬ 

gagements in the world! 
Care. What is that ? 
Ijd Cigale. Honor! 
Care. Honor ? (Sneers. 
La Cigale. Yes! And it was to save mine, a poor, helpless, de¬ 

fenceless girl’s honor, that I fled ! (Seeing the look of the three mounte¬ 
banks' fixed greedily upon her—To Marignan.) Just look at your¬ 
selves, you three “gentlemen,” just look at yourselves, and then talk 
about “honor!” 
• Care. Stuff! ( Crossing to Marignan.) Now I appeal to his nibs ! 
Doesn’t honor consist in keeping one’s engagements. Yes, his nibs 
says it does. ( To Marignan. ) Just throw your third optic over that 
article. (Folds his arms. 

Marig. (Beads.) “The present engagement cannot be broken 
by Mademoiselle La Cigale except in paying the sum of- 

La Cigale. (Interrupting.) Is it written in that paper that a man¬ 
ager has the right to raffle away the lives or liberties of any member 
of his troupe in a lottery ? Does it say that there ? 

Marig. There is no mention made of any such base proceeding! 
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La Ctgale. And you put my name in tlie lottery, you put me, La 
Cigale, in there! That was breaking the contract, wasn’t it? and a 
famous break for me ! ( Hubs her hands. 

Cara. Is that so stipulated ? 
La Cigale. Oh ! (Furiously—held back by Marignan. 

Care. Gently, gently! I appeal to his nibs ! Is tnat so stipu¬ 
lated ? 

Murig. No! 
Care., Bibi, and Filoche. (Together,) Ah! 
La Cigale. Oh ! (Clings to Marignan. 

Care. I thought so! 
Marig. But it says that Mademoiselle can become free by paying 

the sum of three hundred fiancs. 
Filoche. Three hundred francs ? 

(Laughs—in xohich Bibi and Carcassonne join. 
La Cigale. He is playing the brigand. He knows well enough 

what he did, and that I had no chance of paying him when he put 
down such a sum as that! Mercy ! pity ! ( Weeps. 

Marig. And cannot you pay this sum ? 
La Cigale. I could not pay one franc, much more three hundred! 
Marig. Then 1 can ! Here are your three hundred francs ! 

(Produces notes. 
Filoche. (Amazed.) Oh! 
Marig. Here they are! Take them—take them, I tell you ! 

(Forces the notes into Carcassonne’s hands. 
Care. I want my che-i-ld ! Filthy lucre ! Never ! ( Crumples up 

the money and throws it down—Filoche and Bibi rush to pick it up— 
he places his foot quickly upon it.) Avaunt, vampires, would you 
suck the blood of the innocent? (Picks up money. 

La Cigale. ( Half wild, crying for joy and kissing Marignan’s hand) 
Oh, that is too much—too much, indeed! 

Care. ( To La Cigale.) To-morrow, when an idolizing crowd ask 

what has become of La Cigale, do you know what answer we shall 
make them ? 

La Cigale. No! 
Care. We will answer that La Cigale, without a true artist’s soul, 

has left us to follow the fortunes of a protector ! (Movement by La 
Cigale—restrained by Marignan—Filoche and Bibi get up stage.) 
And furthermore, the old saying is, “As one makes one’s bed, so 
must one lie on it,” and that innocent-looking little La Cigale prefers 
the spring-board of dishonor to the sawdust of virtue ! 

(He goes up and places himself between the two mountebanks, c. 
—plag.es his hands on their shoulders, with arms extended. 

Mountebanks. ( Together—led by Carcassonne.) Yes, La Cigala 
prefers the spring-board of dishonor to the sawdust of virtue ! 

( They break apart—Filoche and Carcassonne come down the 
stage, Bibi exits at c.d.—Filoche makes a Harlequin's leap 
through the window—Carcassonne prepares for the same*feat, 
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runs toward the window, slops short at itt and then walks 
quietly through the c.d,—La Cigale who has fallen in chair at 
l. table, is now silently weeping. 

Marig. My poor child, do not weep. That man spoke malicious¬ 
ly. I never had any wicked thought. 

La Gigale. (Looks up smiling.) Then you acted simply from pure 
kindness ? 

Marig. Simply from pure kindness! For your good—no other 
end—believe me I 

La Gigale. ( Takes both his hands in hers, and sighs.) I do believe 
you! 

Enter Turlot, c.d., from l. 

Turlot The carriage is ready, Monsieur Marignan ! 
Marig. ( Tarns to Turlot.) What! is it time ? 

(La Cigale crosses to r. , vexed, 
Turlot, Yes, Monsieur Marignan. We are always punctual here! 

(Exit c.d., off L. 

Marig. Now to meet Adele, my dear Adele! ( Goes up c. 
La Gigale. Ah! (Aside.) The blonde! 

( Clenches her fist, and goes up stage and back to r. corner, 
Marig. (Turns suddenly at c.) What’s the matter, little one? 

(To Michu.) Michu, why don’t you come? 
Michu. (Seated at table, l.) Is it very necessary that- 

( Rises. 
Marig. (Coming down a little, c.) Why, certainly! if only to 

please Adele! 
Michu. Ah ! Well, if it is to please Adele, why- 

(Saunters up stage. 
La Cigale. Ugh! (Between her teeth, and pointing at Michu.) 

The monkey ! 
Marig. (Returning to La Cigale and laughing.) But what’s to 

become of you, my little La Cigale ? Eh ? 
( Slaps her on the shoulder. 

La Cigale. Oh ! (Rubs her shoulder.) Don’t trouble yourself 
about me! 1 shall find another engagement, thank you ! 

(losses her head and walks r., and up R.c. 
Marig. (Laughing.) Well, I hope you may. But while you are 

looking for this “other engagement,” do me the favor to accept this! 
(He endeavors to thrust a hundred franc note into her hand. 

La Cigale. ( Quickly.) No, no, no, I won’t have it! 
Marig. (Surprised.) Eh ! 
Michu. ( Who has been rolling a cigarette up stage, turns.) Ah ! 

( Lights cigarette. 
La Cigale. (Moving away, b.) I will not, I tell you, I will not. 

( Stamps her foot. 
Marig. Well, now! (Laughs, 
La Cigale. ( Calming herself and coming back to Marignan. ) No, 
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X am wrong. False pride prompted me to refuse, but now—grateful 
for your kindness—I accept it. (Takes note, abashed, casts her eyes 

. to the ground, then looks up and fully into his face, seizes his hand.) 
I thank you. 

Marig. Good ! And should we never meet again, little La Cigale, 
why I wish you good luck. (Shakes her warmly by the hand and goes 
up, c.—she is much moved, and with difficulty restrains her tears, she 
turns away to the r., looks back after Marignan—he slops up stage at 
c.) Poor little thing ! ( To Michu.) Come on, Michu ? 

(Exit c.d., off L. 

Michu. (lieturning to La Cigale.) If you are good, little Cigale, 
I will give you a letter of recommendation to the manager of the 
Cirque Ferrande. ( Goes up and out c., <ff l., following Marignan. 

La Cigale. (Looks after Marignan—gives way under her pent-up 
feelings.) He is gone—gone! (Coming down to n. table.) And 
here am I left all alone! (Endeavoring to check her sobs—leans 
against r. table, then falls into chair and cries audibly—jumps up sud¬ 
denly.) Now I understand the words of the giantess, when I laughed 
at her for loving her dwarf! “You, too, will fall in love,” said she, 
“and then—then” (sobbing fairly) “see how stupid you will look, 
how stupid that will make you /” Yes, she loved a dwarf, an ugly, 
frightful little dwarf. 1, at least, love a handsome man—but I throw 
my love away. He don’t love me—he adores Adele! Oh, if I— 
( Tears her handkerchief into shreds—suddenly takes a pack of old cards 
from her pocket, falls on her knees before a stool, and excitedly spreads 
them out.) Ah! she deceives him! (Smiles exult in gly.) Adele de¬ 
ceives him 1 He will leave off loving her—he will love another. 
(Jumps up—falls down upon her knees again before the cards and reads 
them quickly and nervously with agitation.) AVho is this other, who is 
she? A high-born dame—one of the very highest—who. will have 
thrown something at his head. That can’t be me! (Shaking her 
head, rising, and taking up her cards.) I am not very high-born, but 
I might throw something at his head, especially if I caught her with 
him ! For I couldn’t love him if I didn’t throw something at his 
head ! That’s my way, I’m so quick ! ( Clasps both hands quickly 
upon her heart. ) Oh, how my heart beats ! ( With energy.) This 
won’t do. I must get rid of this silly love. Perhaps that is not quite 
so easy, but with time—yes, with time—that's it. To-day I will for¬ 
get a little, to-morrow a little more, and the day after, why—(Half 
smiling)—why there’ll be nothing left of it. 

Enter Lulcore, s.e.r. ; he watches her, 

La Cigale. And to occupy my time, and (hatf crying) stifle this 
silly love—ob, bah!—why I’ll just go back to my old troupe with 
Madame the Mother Gendarme ! 

(Dulcore comes down stage c., his manner is excited and ner¬ 
vous us he asks her the following questions. 
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jDidcore. Did you pronounce the name of the Mother Gendarme ? 
La Cigale. Yes, monsieur, 
Didcore. She is director of a troupe of mountebanks, is she not ? 
La Cigale. Y-e-e-s, monsieur. 
Didcore. And you ? Have you been one of that troupe yourself ? 
La Cigale. Yes. 
Dulcore. ( Very quickly.) At what time, and for how long ? An¬ 

swer me and quickly. No, no, not too quickly, for if your answer is 
not going to suit, it will make—me—feel—oh—I- 

( Betrays exhaustion and faintness. 
La Cigale. (Alarmed. ) Wh—what is it? 
Didcore. Water! quick! (La Cigale quickly brings a basin of 

water from the buffet and throws some over his head.) I feel better. 
What time were you one of Madame Gendarme’s troupe ? 

La Cigale. About six months. 
Dulcore. That’s it—the very time, (excited) about six months? 
La Cigale. Yes. 
Dulcore. From what age ? 
La Cigale. (Nervous—not comprehending Dulcore’s meaning.) 

Well—I—think I—I’ve always been one. 
Didcore. No, no, no, no ! That won’t do ! I—ok ! 
La Cigale. What won’t do ? Oh, are you getting bad again ? Do 

you want any more ? (Prepares to throw more wider in his face. 
Didcore. No, no, it is not that. Think—think of the past ! 
La Cigale. Well, it seems to me that- 

. Dulcore. But I don’t want you to have always been so, mind. I 
don’t want that! 

La Cigale. (Becoming excited—touches her forehead as if thinking— 
suddenly.) Ah! 

Dulcore. There! what did I tell you ? Think—when you were a 
child. 

La Cigale. ( With a sudden thought.) Goslings ! 
Dulcore. On a farm ! 
La Cigale. ( Quickly.) Yes, on a farm ! 
Dulcore. That’s right! 
La Cigale. Big dogs barking—riders in red coats dashing by, 

jumping hedges and ditches, and—and—(Suddenly)—the sound of a 
horn ! 

Dulcore. Yes, the chase 1 
La Cigale. Ye-e-s, “ Taliy-li-o-o 1 Yoicks!” (Imitates. 
Dulcore. That’s it, that’s it, that’s it! Poitou—hunting country 

farm there. One more question, the most important of all—oh, help 
me—( Gasps)—I cannot speak, I—1—I- 

(His strength fails—La Cigale makes him sit—Dulcore moves 
his Ups without making a sound. 

La Cigale. Wh—what is the matter? (Dulcore beckons her to 
listen —she puts her ear near his lips and snules—Dulcore continues to 
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whisper—she pulls up her sleeve to expose a mark on her arm.) Yes, 
there it is, on this arm ! Look ! 

Dulcore. ’Tis she ! ’tis she ! 
La Cigale. What! can you speak again ! 
Dulcore. Yes, now! A sudden reaction—for I’ve found her ! 
La Cigale. Found who ? 
Dulcore. You! The young daughter ! 
La Cigale. Then I am not- (Looking at her dress. 
Dulcore. What! a Gypsy ! No I 
La Cigale. What am J, then ? 
Dulcore. A lady ! (Proudly.) The young daughter ! 
La Cigale. A lady ! oh ! But whose daughter ? To whom do I 

belong? Speak! 
Dulcore. To the aristocracy ! 
La Cigale. What, I? A lady? A daughter of the aristocracy? 

I knew it. The cards told me so ! 
Dulcore. (Astonished.) The cards? I don’t understand. 
L<i Cigale. But I do—I do ! (Flounces to and fro across the stage, 

followed by Dulcore, who alternately asks in dumb show for an ea> 
planation and looks surprised.) I’m a high-born dame—one of the 
very highest. You wouldn’t think it to look at me, but I am. 
( Winks at Dulcre, who is following her.) A daughter of the hairy- 
stocracy ! (Struts. ) And i shall throw something at his head ! 

(Flings her arms around as she capers about, and inis Dulcore. 

Dulcore. Me, mademoiselle ? You have almost knocked my head 
off. 

La Cigale. You ? No, the other fellow ! 
(Dances around himf at last jolts against and almost knocks him 

over. 
Dulcore. Decency ! decency ! 
La Cigale. Decency? What for? What’s the use of being a 

daughter of the hairystocmcy if the daughter of the hairystocvncy 
can’t do pretty well as she pretty well pleases ? 

(Resumes her dancing. 
Dulcore. Stop it, mademoiselle, stop it! (Opens door, s.e.r.) 

Let us enter here. 
La Cigale. Enter there? What for? 
Dulcore. For instructions which 1 have to give you. As befits 

one who is about to fulfil the duties due to her future elevated 
position ! 

La Cigale. That’s right, elevate me ! If you don’t, I give you due 
notice I shall elevate myself! (Dances a breakdown^-Dulcore 

shocked.) And I shall love him, for I can’t help it. They can’t pre¬ 
vent me from loving him. And if he don’t love me, why, as the cards 
told me to do it, of course “ I shall throw something at his head.” 

( Capers. 
Dulcore. (c,, sharply.) Mademoiselle! 

(Points to open door, s.e.r. 
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La Cigale. (Changing her tone.) Here, monsieur, liere! 
(She makes Hulcore a rope dancer’s bow—half running, half 

jumping, after the manner of a circus-rider whose feats ended, 
escapes quickly from the arena, she exits, s.e.r.—Dcjlcore 

follows her, expressing himself as shocked—Laughter outside. 

Enter Adele, excited, c.d., from l., followed by Edoubde Michu, who 
looks back. 

Adele. I don’t care if he does come. We are by ourselves and 
(placing her hands ou his shoulders and smiling upon him) I can talk 
to you, as I desire to do, alone! 

Michu. Oh, happiness ! 
Adele. He bores me, this Marignan, with his manner of making 

me respected, as he calls it, and his angry looks or words ready for 
everyone who looks admiringly upon me! He bores me, Michu, 
while you- 

Michu. While I, dear Adele? 
Adele. Oh, you don’t bore me. I love you, and you know it very 

well, too ! (Laughs. 
Michu. Yes, yes, you do ! 
Adele. And you, Michu ? 
Michu. I love you, too ! 
Adele. No ! you love me one. Michu ! 

( She extends her arms toward him. 
Michu. Adele ! (Embrace, 
Both. Ah! 

Enter La Cigale, suddenly, s.e.r. ; seeing them embracing, she quickly 
pirouettes, jumps, and gives a little shrill piano squeak• 

La Cigale. (Aside.) I didn’t see anything! 
( Coquettishly places her spread fingers over her eyes, and looks 

through. 
Adele. (Taking both of Michu’s hands in hers.) ’Tis for you, 

dear Michu, I am come, not for him, for ’tis you whom I love ! I 
only deceive Marignan for you ! 

La Cigale. (Aside, at back.) Ah ! the blonde ! I know her again, 
although I never saw her before ! (Furiously tears up a piece of note- 
paper. ) Ugh! 

Michu. Then you care for me only, not for him ? 
Adele. For you alone ! Marignan bores me and annoys me ! 

( Embrace. 
La Cig(de. (At back—bursts into a little shrill laugh, as if in ridi¬ 

cule.) Hi, hi, hi, hi ! 
(Adele and Michu part—Adele looks at La Cigale contempt¬ 

uously. 
Adele. What is that ? ( Uses eyeglass. 
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La Cigale. The long-lost, late found daughter of the /^aristocracy! 
( Spins round Adele. 

Enter Dulcore, s.e,r.—La Cigale spins into his arms. Enter Marig- 

nan, hurriedly, c.d., from l., followed by Turlot. 

Marig. (Speaking as he enters, moves rapidly into r. corner.) I’ve 
done it! I gave the gentleman one in the ej7e to go on with, like 
this. (Hits fiis right clenched fist on to the palm qf his left hand.) 
That was the eye that winked at you, Adele. I discolored it for him. 
I didn’t stop to judge what effect sympathy would have upon his 
other eye, but I guess when he wakes up in the morning, he’ll find 
the tint of one so matched in shade as to keep the other company! 
(Sees La Cigale.) Ah ! you are still here, my little Cigale? 

La C>gale. Yes, but not lor long. I urn about to effect my depar¬ 
ture. Landlord, have you an elegant carriage at all handy ? 

Adele. (Affectedly looks at La Cigale with her eyeglass—laughs dis¬ 
dainfully.) Ha, ha, ha ! 

La Cigale. (Improvising an eyeglass with her finger and thumb— 
mimics.) He, he, he ! 

(Adele scowls and retires up the stage, followed by Michu and 
Marignan, who try to pacify her. 

Turlot. (Astonished.) A—a—what? 
La Cigale. A—aw—aw—a carriage! 
Turlot. (Laughs.) Why, what can you want with a carriage ? 
La Cigale. To ride in, to be sure! 
Turlot. Capital! Will the one those gentlemen have just returned 

be good enougn for you ? (Laughs. 
La Cigale. E-er—I’ll make it do. My means are unlimited at 

present. (To Dulcore.) Is it not so, monsieur ? 
Dulcore. (Bowing.) Yes, mademoiselle! 
La Cigale. (c., patronizingly to Marignan, who comes down R.C,— 

she takes some banknotes from the portfolio of Dulcore. ) Young man, 
here are the three hundred francs which you gave to free me of my 
contract, and then wbat you added to that, another hundred—a mere 
trifle! Oh, don’t be afraid, I can return it without being incon¬ 
venienced ; is it not so, monsieur ? 

(Marignan, astonished, receives the notes mechanically. 
Dulcore. (Bows.) Yes, mademoiselle. 
Marig. Why, what has happened to you ? 
La Cigale. Later, you will know, for we shall meet again. But, 

first—ah, yes, a great many things must happen first, (Adele comes 
down, l.c., with Michu, who stands l. ; she looks aside at Adele and 
Michu) which you will not fail to perceive sooner or later. And 
then I must throw something at your head. The cards say so, and all 
that cannot happen in only one day ! Do you see ? 

(Hits him icith her fist in the ribs. 
Marig. Yes, and feel too ! (Laughs.) You are mad I 
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La Cigale. Do you think so ? Iam very sure I’m not, which you 
shall all kuow before long. (Eyes Adele, l., curtsies with extreme 
politeness—with a flourishing air to Marignan.) Good bye, Monsieur 
Marignan, (suddenly changes her tone, she speaks tenderly) good bye, 
good bye. ( To Dulcore. ) Come, monsieur, let us go. 

(They go up to c.d.—Loud laughter heard without, c.d. 

Enter Carcassonne, Filoche, and Bibi, c.d., laughing, meeting La 
Cigale and Dulcore at the door—they are followed by a man playing 
on a big drum and pan pipes, also by a crowd of villagerst who re¬ 
main up in the doorway, c. 

La Cigale. Ah ! ah ! here again, are you ? 
( The Showmen come down on each side of La Cigale. 

Care. Yes, we are here to seek you, having been told that La 
Cigale wishes for another engagement. 

La Cigale. Mountebanks! I have nothing more to do with the 
likes of you. But to show you that I bear no malice, here are twenty 
francs. Form a group, showmen, and amuse me ! 

Care. Yes, yes ! but you talk to me as- 
La Cigale. No excuses! form a group. Hercules, Filoche, you— 

come, all three of you—represent virtue and vice ! (To Marignan.) 

You’ll see how fine they do it! (She looks witheringly at Adele, who 
passes her up l., followed by Michu.) Her monkey ! 

( The man with pan pipes and drum plays. 
Care. (Clapping his hands together three times.) Come on, gentle¬ 

men, to work! 
(Bibi and Filoche divest themselves of their coats—one of the 

acrobats uses the padded ended rope to form a ring—the crowd 
till now pressing forward are kept back. 

La Cigale. Now, you acrobat! 
Care. What, canvass back ? Ready ! 

(Carcassonne spins the plate, cupt and ball, on forehead, &c — 
Bibi and Filoche go up c. for tableau. 

La Cigale. (Calling off the tableaux.) “Cain and Abel,” “The 
Dying Gladiator,” “Ajax Defying the Lightning.” 

(At the end of this, Carcassonne and Filoche do the pyramids 
down r.—La Cigale, who has become excited, runs to Bibi, 

and forces him to posture with her—to reach him she pushes 
Adele on one side—Dulcore looks on aggrieved—crowd shout 
and applaud—Music to the end. 

Crowd. Crowd. 
La Cigale in c., pos¬ 

turing on Bibi. Dulcore. 

Filoche and Carcas- Michu. Adele. 

bonne in pyramids, L.c. Marignan. 

b. Turlot. 

L. END OE ACT L 
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ACT II. 

Scene.—A Drawing-Room in a Chateau on the borders of the Marne, 
near Paris. The entire of Vie back opening on to a balcony, Ter¬ 
race and veranda supported by small columns from the balcony. View 
of the River Marne beyond the terrace. Distant hilly landscape be¬ 
yond the river. Doors in boxed scene flats, s.e.r. and s.e.l. Table, 
r.c. Sofa, l. Chairs and other furniture. Chorus of boatmen 
singing a Bacchanalian song behind the curtain before it is rung up. 

The Baroness des Allures, an aged aristocratic lady, discovered on 
sofa, l.c., reading. La Cigale standing c., with her back to the au¬ 
dience, leaning over the balcony and listening to the boating chorus, 
which is continued some time after the curtain rises and then gradu¬ 
ally dies away. La Cigale is elegantly attired in white satin dress, 
train, Ac. 

Baroness. Mademoiselle! (Calls.) Mademoiselle! (La Cigale 

turns.) Why don’t you attend to your embroidery, instead of gad¬ 
ding after every sound that hies! 

La Cigale. I was only listening to the singing on the water, little 
auntie ! I do so love music. (Looks over balcony again. 

Baroness. Come away, mademoiselle. Look after your worsteds. 
(La Cigale leaves balcony and sits before her embroidery, r.c. 

Enter Lalotte, from balcony, c,, and l. 

Lalotle. (Announcing.) M. Dulcore ! 
Baroness. Bid him enter ! (Exit Lalotte, c., off l. 

Enter Dulcore, c., from l., ushered in by Lalotte, who immediately 
exits c., off l.—Dulcore has a big portfolio which he places on the 
table, r.c. * 

Dulcore. (Bowing c.) Madame, the Baroness, I have the honor! 
Mademoiselle! (Bows. 

Baroness. Monsieur Dulcore, have you succeeded ? 
( She signs for him to sit. 

Dulcore. (Sitting near the sofa, l.) I hope so. 

(During the following conversation La Cigale continues to em¬ 
broider, using her needle awkwardly, entangling and breaking 
her wools, Ac. 

Baroness, ( Whispering.) Have }rou seen the old Marquis de la 
Houppe ? 

Dulcore. Yes, madam, and the old Marquis intends to pay his re¬ 
spects to Madame la Baronne des Allures- 
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Baroness. When ? 
D alcove. This very day. (La Cigale pricks her finger. 
Baroness. Then this marriage can take place in- 
Dulcore. In fifteen clays, if Madame la Baroune desires. 
Baroness. I do desire! Understand me, Dulcore, it is not that I 

wish to get rid of my niece. Oh, no! I love her too well for that. 
( Uses smelling salts.) But if it were ever discovered that she had 
been a mountebank, the affair would be much more difficult to exe¬ 
cute. 

Dulcore. I understand. 
Baroness. ’Tis already a month since she came here, and up to 

the present period we have had the happiness to- 
( Voices of boatmen singing heard in the distance—La Cigale 

runs to balcony and listens as before. 
Baroness. Those low boatmen again! (Uses salts.) Made¬ 

moiselle, come away from that balcony! Attend to your em¬ 
broidery ! 

(La Cigale comes away and sits languidly at her embroidery. 
Dulcore. A boating party, is it? They seem to be enjoying them¬ 

selves. 
La Cigale. Yes, ain’t it jolly ? Oh! How I’d like to be a boat 

and be rocked about—no, I mean I’d like to be a boatman and rock 
the boat about! What fun! ( Claps her hands. 

Baroness. ( Severely.) Mademoiselle, sit down and attend to your 
embroidery ! 

La Cigale. (Comes back sadly from c.) Yes, aunt—yes, my dear, 
darling little aunt. I—oh—(Sits listlessly at her embroidery, pricks 
her finger, she jumps up)—oh, bother ! This being a fine lady is all 
fiddlededee! When I want to send the needle through the canvass, 
I often put it into my finger on the other side ! (Shakes her finger.) 
Oh, look at the blood spurting out. (Puts the finger in her mouth.) 
There ! now I’ve stained the white worsted ! 

( T he boatmens voices sound nearer. 
Baroness. (To Dulcoke.) You talked with the Marquis, Dul¬ 

core? What result? (Salts. 
Dulcore. He told me that the young Count whom your niece is to 

marry is a young man of irreproachable character. 
(From here the boatmen's voices gradually die away in the dis¬ 

tance. 
Baroness. Oh ! ah ! yes ! 
Dulcore. Gentle and quiet in his manners, grave and sober in his 

habits. 
Baroness. Well! very well! And what about ray niece ? 
Dulcore. He wished to know if she had been strictly brought 

up? 
(La Cigale has risen and gone up c., when she takes from a 

basket some balls of worsted, and begins to juggle with them. 
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Baroness. Ah ! he did ? And you- 
Dulcore. (Smiling.; Told him that the young person had received 

a severe training, very severe ; that she had been brought up in 
Switzerland. 

Baroness. In the family of an old clergyman? 
Dulcore. In the family of an old clergyman. That she had there 

learned all that a young lady ought to know—geography, history, 
music. 

Bareness. (Perceiving La Cigale juggling with the halls.) You 
did not add to her other accomplishments that of jugglery, did you, 
M. Dulcore? 

Dulcore. No, indeed, madame ! 
Baroness. Then you did wrong, Dulcore—look ! (She points to 

La Cigale—Severely.) Mademoiselle ! 
(La Cigale slopping her play and looking up at the balls—one, 

a large one, falls on her nose, at which she cries out—the halls 
fall upon the floor —she picks them up, sits and works vigor¬ 
ously (d her embroidery. 

Baroness. Very pretty! (To Dulcore.) If the Marquis and the 
Count were only here, and she should begin to—(Imitates La Cigale’s 
movements with the balls.) Ugh ! 

Enter Lalotte, from balcony, c,, and l. 

Lalotte. (Announcing.) The Marquis de la Houppe ! 
Baroness. Alone, Lalotte? 
Lalotte. No, Madame la Baronne, in full company, allied with 

paint, powder, cosmetics, patches and gum, embroidery, lace and 
starch, accompanied by his old friend, the gout. 

Baroness. (Severely.) Lalotte! (Lalotte bows—La Cigale 
laughs heartily—severely.) Mademoiselle! (La Cigale pantomimes 
her intended silence by striking her open mouth with the palm of her hand, 
and resumes her embroidery.) And no one else? 

Lalotte. Yes, madame, his nephew, the Count de la Houppe, a 
block after the old chip. 

Baroness. Admit them ! (Exit Lalotte, as before, c., off l. 

La Cigale. (Bursts out laughing.) Hi, hi, hi ! oh, oh, oh ! 
Baroness. Wlmt is the matter, mademoiselle? 
La Cgale. Nothing much Oh, dear, dear ! ( Yawns and gapes. 
Baroness. Iiise, young ls»dy ! 
La Cigale. ( Timidly.) May I leave my embroidery then ? 
Baroness. Certainly, if 1 tell you so. (La Cigale rises impetuous¬ 

ly, carries her work up stage, and returns, leaping, to sofa, l. ) Well, 
well, you must not move like that. Hold yourself erect, your hands 
crossed, like this, do you see? 

La Cigale. Yes, dear aunt. 
(She assumes an exaggerated air of stiffness and primness. 
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Enter Marquis de la Houppe and Count Edgar de la Houppe, c.f 
from l., ushered in by Lalotte, icho immediately exits c., off l., as 
before. La Cigale mimics the Marquis and the Count aside. 

Dulcore. (Rising and bowing to receive them.) ’Tis I, Marquis, 
who will have the honor to announce you. (Introduces.) Monsieur 

. the Marquis de la Houppe. 
Marquis. ( With importance.) Allied to the Riquets. 

(Rows stiffly—La Cigale from r. corner imitates the Marquis 

by a little monkey trick—Severe look from the Baroness, l. , 

who coughs. 
Dulcore. (r.c. ) Ah, yes, to the Riquets. Monsieur the Marquis 

de la Houppe, allied to the Riquets. 
Marquis. And—aw—aw—where is my nephew? 
Dulcore. Here he is. (Presenting Edgar to the Baroness.) And 

his nephew, the young Count Edgar de la Houppe—(Marquis coughs 
and nudges Dulcore)—allied to the Riquets ! ( All bow as before. 

Baroness. This is my niece, Monsieur Edgar. 
(La Cigale jumps in place of giving a courtesy—Another intro¬ 

duction—each display their various peculiarities—La Cigale 

mimicking. 
Marquis. She is charming! Is she not, Edgar ? ( Eye-glass.) Is 

she not charming? (Edgar bows compliance. 
Baroness. My niece was lost, but a month ago Monsieur Dulcore 

had the good fortune to find her. 
Edgar. Really ! I sympathize, (bowing) mademoiselle, really! 
La Cigale. ( With an elaborate courtesy—in a studied manner.) I 

thank yon, monsieur, really ! (Smothers a laugh. 
Baroness. ( Whispering to La Cigale.) Good, that courtesy, very 

good, indeed. 
La Cigale. Must I do it again ? (Jumps up to repeat. 
Baroness. (Stopping her.) No, no, no! That is enough! (To 

the Marquis.) I go to give some orders concerning your accommo¬ 
dations here. 

( Goes up, ichispers to Dulcore aside—La CiGALE^ops on sofa. 
Edgar. (Astounded—coming forward, r.c.) Our accommodations 

here ? 
Marquis. (Forward, l c.) Madame offers her hospitality for a 

few days. 
Edgar. What does it mean ? I wrote you to send me ten thou- 

j sand francs. You reply that I must come for them. I come, when, 
instead of giving me the ten thousand francs, you bring me here “for 
a few days.” I can’t do it, they are expecting me. 

Marquis. (Aside to him.) Who is expecting you ? 
Elgar. Adele ! The loveliest of the lovely ! (Sighs. 
Marquis. (Aside.) And I told them he was irreproachable! 

f Aloud.) What is this Adele ? Who is she? 
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Edgar. Well, she is—(whispers)—she is a woman! but, oh 
such a woman ! Nobody will ever know to what a degree I love her. 
No ! no one will ever know! Never, never, never, nev—ne—never! 

(Goes up and ogles La Cigale—she mimics him aside. 
Marquis. (Smiling to the Baroness, who approaches him, l.c.) 

Where will you put us, Baroness? We would be sorry to- 
Baroness. Lalotte will conduct yon. (Dulcoee beckons on 

Lalotte from c.—Aside to the Marquis.) What ails Edgar? he 
seems ill at ease. 

Marquis. (Aside, r.c.) Timidity! He is timid, poor boy ! 
(Edgar, up stage, flirts with La Cigale, ic ho enjoys the fun and 

imitates him. 
Baroness. (Aside.) His timidity seems to make him lively, 

Marquis . 
Marquis. (Aside.) The effect of nervousness and a life of seclu¬ 

sion. Edgar is so modest—a family complaint, I assure you ! ( Calls 
him.) Edgar ! (He comes down— Baroness retires to Dulcoee—To 
Edgar.) You must control your fervor, or a straight-jacket shall be 
your portion, you rogue i ( To Lalotte. ) We are ready. 

( They exeunt after Lalotte, c. 
Baroness. My dear niece, it is of the utmost importance that you 

should be seen at your best to-day, and this day the most important 
one of all days ! 

La Cigale. (Surprised.) Why to-day, my little aunt ? 
Baroness. Because to-day this young man—what do you think of 

him ? 
La Cigale. Umph ! He is not good-looking ! 
jDidcore. But he has an aristocratic air. 
La Cigale. Oh, yes, he puts on plenty of airs ! ( Tosses her head. 
Baroness. (Mysteriously.) We shall find a way to leave you 

alone together! 
La Cigale. What, all alone ? Oh ! 

( Coquettes loith her hands before her face, fingers apart. 
Baroness. Well, not altogether! The Marquis and I will come 

and go in and out, now and then, without appearing to notice any¬ 
thing, and in such a way as not to spoil your chat! 

JDulcore. And let it be quite understood that during this chat there 
must be no mention made of those refined gentlemen, the mounte¬ 
banks ! 

La Cigale. Nor of the calf with two heads ? (Laughs. 
Baroness. No ! If by chance the conversation leads you to speak 

of your past, you must say what we arranged together. Do you re¬ 
member? 

La Cigale. Perfectly well, my dear aunt. (Gabbles monotonously, 
as if reciting a lesson.) Brought up in a farmhouse at Poitou, I was 
at the age of three and a half years stolen by Gypsys. ( Quickly.) 
That part is true. 

Baroness. Yes, that is all true. 
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La Cigale. (Same style.) These Gypsys led me away into Swit¬ 
zerland ; and now begin the lies ! 

Baroness and Dulcore. ( Stopping her.) Lies !! 
La Cigale. No, no ! I know—that must not be said. (Beginning 

again from “Brought up, &c.” and gabbling on in (he same sing-song 
way.) And now begin the—the- 

Baroness and Dulcore. (Slopping her.) Oh ! 
La Cigale. No, no! And now begins what—what—what is no 

longer the truth ! 
Baroness. Good, go on. 
La Cigale. (lieciting the lesson.) These Gypsys took me to Swit¬ 

zerland, and there an honest family- 
Baroness. No, no! 
La Cigale. And there a dishonest family- 
Baroness. No, no, no ! 
La Cigale. Well, an honest dishonest family ! Will that do ? 
Baroness. Tut, tut! The family of a clergyman ! 
Dulcore. Touched by your pretty ways. 
La Cigale. Touched by my pretty ways ransomed me from the 

Gypsys. 
Dulcore, They took charge of your education, did this good 

family. 
La Cigale. And I lived there happily. 
Dulcore. In the morning you took part in the work of the eleven 

children of the pastor. 
La Cigale. In the afternoon shared their studies. 
Baroness. And in the evening with the eleven children of the 

pastor. 
La Cigale. And in the evening with the eleven daughters of the 

pastor. 
Baroness. No, no ! Boys and girls—children ! 
La Cigale. (Impatient') And with the eleven boys and girls— 

children of the pastor—I sang the national airs of the country ! 
Dulcore. ( Sings—without the words—the first measure of ihd “ Banz 

des Vaches of William Tell.”) La, la, la, la, la, la, &c. 
Baroness, (Singing second measure.) La, la, la, la, la, &c, 
La Cigale. (Singing the third.) La, la, la, la, &c. (Then she 

heats the trill which forms the fourth measure, and without slopping to 
draw breath, passes on to the following words.) Tell me, little aunt, 
this chat with that young man, There is something under all that, 
is there not ? What is it ? 

Baroness. Can’t you guess ? 
La Cigale No ! Tell me all the same. 
Baroness. Would you not like to be the Countess de la Houppe? 
La Cigale. (Imitating the Marquis. ) Allied to the Riquets ? 

( Laughs• 
Baroness. (Provoked.) Ah! 
La Cigale. (Excusing herself—wheedling.) What I should like, 
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my little aunt, is*to please you yourself in everything jtou can de¬ 
sire. But, as to this marriage, it is not to be thought of! 

Baroness. You refuse, then ? 
La Cigale. Not at all! I refuse nothing. Something will happen 

to prevent this marriage. 
Baroness. Something ? No! 
La Cigale. ( Talcing from her pocket the old pack of cards.) Yes ! 

These have told me so. 
Baroness. Your cards? 
La Cigale. Yes! (Commencing to spread them on the table.) 

"Wait! you will see ! 
Baroness. Your abominable cards ! I thought I had bidden you 

to throw them in the fire? 
(She tries to take them, but La Cigale is quicker than she, and 

gathers them up her self, and runs round the stage, chased by 
the Baroness. 

La Cigale. (With much animation.) Never! I love you dearly, 
my little aunt, very dearly, but you will never make me give up my 
cards. No, never ! (Lapses into burlesque.) As the showman says, 
(imitates) nevair ! nevuir ! (Stamps.) Ha, ha ! 

(Strikes an attitude. 
Dulcore. ( Throwing himself between the two women.) Mademoi¬ 

selle ! Madame ! I entreat! 
Baroness. Keep them, then ! But, until what they have foretold 

comes to pass, promise me to do nothing to prevent this marriage. 
La Cigale. 1 promise ! ( Sepulchrally.) I swear ! 

(Mimics—The Baroness retires to sofa, l., with La Cigale, 
and gives her lessons in behavior—how to hold fan, &c., during 
the coming dialogue— Dulcore sits at table, R c., and examines 
papers in portfolio —when La Cigale sits on lower end of sofa, 
she jerks the train of her dress clean over the head of it—this 
train is always in her icay. 

Enter Marquis de la Houppe and Count Edgar de la Houppe, door 
s.e.r.—They come down stage sloxoly, Marquis has made Edgar 
take his arm and holds him lightly by it, so that he cannot withdraw 
his hand. 

Marquis. (Aside to Edgar.) Recollect what I have told you, 
nephew, my heart is set on this marriage, and if you do not press 
your suit well, not only will you lose the ten thousand francs, but I 
will reduce your income to fifty francs a month. 

Edgar. Fifty francs? (Aside.) Oh, Adele ! 
Marquis. You understand ? 
Edgar. Perfectly ! And since you take such a stand, I will press 

my suit. ( To La Cigale.) Mademoiselle ! 
La Cigale. (Bowing awkwardly.) Monsieur! 

( Coquettes with fan, dec.—By play between the two. 
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Baroness. (Pointedly.) Monsieur Dulcore? 
( Whispers him—pantomimes her desire for the young people to 

be left alone—Dulcore signifies assent and formally exits s.e.l. 
—Baroness retires satisfied and observes. 

Marquis. ( Giving Edgar a hard knock on his back, vfhich staggers 
him.) Go ahead there, use your tongue and go ahead ! 

Edgar. (Boldly to La Cigale.) Mademoiselle! 
( Goes to her and bows extravagantly. 

La Cigale. Monsieur! (She fans herself awkwardly, &c. 
Baroness. Sit there, my children, and bless you ! Sit there and 

gossip at your ease. (She makes them sit on the sofa, l.c.—they are 
embarassed and silent—each at the extreme end of sofa —Aside to the 
Marquis.) They are charming, are they not? 

Marquis. (Aside to her.) Adorable ! 
Baroness. (Aside.) Let us leave them alone to bill and coo in 

their own way. We will go take a turn on the terrace. 
( They go up stage. 

Marquis. (As he goes up, aside to Edgar.) Hem, hem ! 
Edgar. ( Vainly seeking somethbig to say, hems, haws, coughs, fid¬ 

gets, advances and retreats on sofa, &c.) Mademoiselle ! 
( Coughs, &c. 

La Cigale. (Same by play.) Monsieur ! (Coughs, &c. 
Marquis. (Aside to the Baroness.) They are adorable, but if 

they go on like that, it will be a long affair. They are as dumb as 
oysters, but lovers are all about as lively as oysters at first ! 

Baroness. Ye-e-s! the embarrassment of a first interview. My 
niece’s inexperience. 

Marquis. And my nephew’s modesty ! 
Baroness. But they’ll grow lively enough before long, I warrant. 

(Beckons Marquis to follow her and exits, s.e.l. 
Marquis. (Aside.) Yes, I’m coming. (Comes rapidly down and 

gives Edgar another thump.) Why don’t you go ahead ? 
( Exits s.e.l., following the Baroness—Edgar astonished at this, 

springs at a bound upon the sofa—His spring makes La Cigale 
jump and she mount* the sofa at a bound—They remain so for 
several moments, 

La Cigale. Who threw that string? (Sits in c. of sofa. 
Edgar. ( Astonished and abashed, stutters, and stammers.) Excuse 

me, mademoiselle, but I—I—that is- 
(About to seat himself on the sofa the same distance apart from 

La Cigale as before—she being now c., he gets on head of sofa, 
and falls on floor—La Cigale turns, sees him, laughs, and 
makes room for him on sofa—He gets up and sits as pre¬ 
viously. 

Edgar. That’s better ! ( Very slowly.) They have told me your 
story, mademoiselle. It could not be more interesting. You were 
stolen by Gypsys. « 
v La Cigale. ( Taking up her recitative—sing-song tone, as if pushed 
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to it as a last resort.) Yes, at the age of three and a half these 
Gypsys'took me to Switzerland, where the family of a clergyman- 

Edgar. Listen to me, mademoiselle. 
La Cigale. (Not heeding him, continues.) And there an honest, 

dishonest family—the family of a clergyman—touched by my pretty 
ways, gave me all the work of the eleven boys and girls, children of 
the pastor! 

Edgar. (Interrupting her.) Listen to me. I am a good fellow. 
Let them say what they please of me, there is one thing they cannot 
say, that I am not a good fellow. 

La Cigale. I do not doubt it. 
Edgar. Well, then, you will not be displeased if I speak to you 

like a good fellow ? 
La Cigale. Certainly not. Displeased? I’ll like you all the 

better. 
Edgar. My uncle is bent on making me marry yon. You have a 

good dowry and he wants to get rid of me, but I don’t see it! 
La Cigale. Oh ! 

( Their nervousness and embarrassment gradually decreases, 
Edgar. He has told you that I am a grave and sedate young man 

beyond reproach, that is a fib. 
La Cigale. Eh ! (She looks amazed. 
Edgar. That’s a—a—whop-per ! 
La, Cigale. A what ? Aw—aw—a hopper ? (Laughs. 
Edgar. No, no, not a—aw—hopper, but a—aw—aw—w-hopper ! 
La Cigale. And what’s that ? 
Edgar. A corker! 
La Cigale. A what ? 
Edgar. A—aw—a settler ! 
La Cigale. (Laughs immoderately.) But I say—here—I want 

you. 
Edgar. Eh? (Astonished.) What is it? 
La Ligate. Your uncle, he wanted to deceive, to entrap us ? • 
Edgar. Exactly ! I am rich, but 1 cannot touch my fortune with¬ 

out his permission, so when he ordered me to pay court to you I was 
obliged to obey, or he would have refused to have my income paid 
to me. 

La Cigale. (Gaily.) Then you do not love me at all, do you ? 
Edgar. Of course I don’t! I mean, of course I do ! 
La Cigale. (Laughing.) Yes, I know you do not love me—not a 

leetle bit! 
Edgar. Alas! no, not a ieeney bit! 

(Baroness and Marquis pass on the terrace, from l.—La Cigale 
laughs with all her heart—Edgar begins to get moved by her 
gaiety, until both laugh heartily together. 

* Baroness. You see, they are talking and laughing now. It grows 
lively. Bless them, they all do it l 
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Marquis. ( With satisfaction.) Yes, I see, I see! O-li! 
( They pass out of sight, b., chuckling together. 

La Cigale. Then you will never marry me? 
Edgar. Marry you ? Never! Didn’t I tell you I was a good 

fellow ? Never! ( Thumps his breast. 
La Cigale. Yes, you are a dear good fellow. (Shakes her head.) 

I don’t love you either. 
Edgar. Well done ! (Laughs. 
La Cigale. I don’t want to marry you either. 
Edgar. Capital! (Laughs. 
La Cigale. For the excellent reason that I love another ! 
Edgar. Another! Impossible ! 
La Cigale. Thank you ! (Laughs. 
Edgar. No, no, I don’t mean that. I mean that I love another 

too! But for that- 
La Cigale. (Whistles.) Parbleau ? (Edgar rises—she laughs 

heartily, then takes Ids hand and shakes it.) I don’t want you. Quite 
the contrary. (She makes Edgar reseat himself.) I was afraid to re¬ 
fuse, lest it should vex my aunt, she is so kind. But now I shall 
tell her it is you who do not want me ! (Laughs. 

Edgar. Yes, that’s it! (Catching himself.) But no! no, no! 
That won’t do! 

La Cigale. How so? 
Edgar. Why, that will vex my uncle, and then—better to seem to 

agree to this marriage and wait. 
La Cigale. Wait for what? 
Edgar. I don’t know, but wait for something. Something will 

turn up! 
La Cigale. ( With an air of conviction.) You are right, something 

will turn up ! 
Edgar. I hope so. 
La Cigale. And I have got that something now in my pocket. 

(Edgar laughs.) It’s nothing to laugh at! But tell me, this other 
one—your other one—is she pretty? 

Edgar. Superb ! And the one whom you love ? 
La Cigale. Splendid ! ( Screws up her mouth.) Scrumptuous ! I 

could eat him! 
Edgar. Happy man, to be so loved ! 
La Cigale. Ain’t he ! ( Giving another hearty shake of the hand to 

Edgar.) And I was so afraid that you—oh, dear, I can’t contain my¬ 
self for joy. You are so kind, so good, that I—( Throws herself on 
Ids neck and kisses him.) You are a jolly good fellow ! ( They em¬ 
brace-come apart—embrace again and again.) And to think that I 
was afraid of you ? (Laughs. 

Edgar. Yes, and to think that I was afraid of you, too ! (Laughs 
—they embrace again.) This is better than courting, ain’t it? 

La Cigale. I should think so, and more fun. 
Edgar, Lovers don’t get so many embraces, do they ? 
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La Oigale. I should think not, indeed, 
Edgyir. Nor such good ones. 
La Gigale. Not half. 
Edgar. Give us another ? (Embrace. 
La C'ujale. You are—ho, ho, ho!—you are so jolly ! 
Edgar. Ain’t I ? 
La G<gale. So awfully jolly ! (Begins io move her feel as if want¬ 

ing a dance.) How are your feet ? ( Moves feet quicker.) How are 
your feet ? ( Quicker still.) How are your poor leet ? 

(Edgar has kept pace xoilh her in the feet movement—They now 
break into the Can-can—when at its heighty the Marquis and 
the Baroness appear at c., looking on aghast— With difficulty 
the Baroness drugs'Ll Cigale away and forces her into a seed 
— The Marquis has still more difficulty in keeping Edgar quiety 
ichoy tohen forced into his seuty keeps moving his feett hands, 
armSy and heady as if still dancing. 

Baroness. For shame, child, what were you doing? 
La Gigale. Only dancing, auntie ! 
Baroness. Shocking! That dance was not set down in the pro¬ 

gramme. 
Edgar. (To the Marquis.) How’s your poor feet ? 
Marquis. (Aside.) I knew very well that the mountains of Swit¬ 

zerland was the place where they could bring up young people the 
best, but 1 never should have supposed that they danced the Can-can 
there! 

Baroness. (Aside to La CigaIe.) Well, done, niece. It seems 
this conversation does not go badly. 

La Gigale. It goes very well, my dear little aunt, very well in¬ 
deed ! 

Marquis. (Approaching Edgar ) I am very well satisfied with 
you, Edgar, very well satisfied, and to prove it- 

Elgar. You will give me the ten thousand francs. 
Marquis. Not yet, but here is one on account. 
Edgar. (Furious.) Twenty francs ! ( Tumult xcithouty c. 

Enter Dulcore, hurriedly, c. 

Dulcore. Those boatmen who passed a while since- 
Marquis. Well? 
Dulcore. Well, they were coming back again gaily. There were 

three of them, two men and one woman. All at once the two men 
were seen to go overboard into the water. 

Baroness. Ah ! 
Dulcore. Whilst the boat went quickly on to the landing-place 

bearing the woman, who seemed to have fainted. 
Baroness. Quick, quick, run ! 
La Gigale. 1 should think you ought to run. I’ll be there first, so 

here goes l 
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(Ships off the train of her satin dress—which is made apart 
from the body and slcirt—and throwing it over the Baroness, 
jumps quickly over the balcony into the water—Baroness and 
Dulcore exit c. rapidly—Edgar remains on the terrace. 

Marquis. (Astounded.) She has jumped! That girl ought to 
have been born an eel—as it is, she’ll break her neck -if she don’t 
mind ! Prodigious ! What is taught in Switzerland ? cold country 
too ! She jumped onto the green—very verdant! 

Edgar. (Returning excited.) Ah, uncle! this woman whom the 
boat is bringing to shore—she is- 

Marquis. Is she upset ? Who is she ? 
Edgar. ’Tis Adele, I saw her face. It is the woman I love, the 

woman I adore ! 
Marqais. Hold your tongue ! (Pinches him—he cries out 

Enter Lalotte, from terrace, c., and l., carrying Adel», who has 
fainted—he places her in a chair, r. 

Edgar. ’Tis she—Adele ! 
Marquis. Will you be still? 
Lalotte. ( To the Marquis and Edgar.) You will take good care of 

this lady, will you not, gentlemen. Take care of her while I go and 
order a room to be prepared for her, and-then see after the two 
drowning gentlemen. 

Edgar. Yes, yes, never fear ! (Lalotte exits s.e,r. 
Adele. (Coming to a little.) Michu ! Michu ! 
Marquis. What does she say ? She will miss you ? 
Edgar. (In agony.) Oh, oh, oh ! 
Adele. (Feeling faint again.) Ah ! 
Edgar. She faints again. 
Marquis. (To Adele, slapping her palms.) Well, well, well! 

They all do it! 
Edgar. (Falling on his knees to Adele—kissing her hand with 

fervor.) Adele ! Adele ! my Adele ! my own Adele ! 
Marquis. (Also falling on his knees, and beginning to kiss the other 

hand and arm.) Let us see then—look you! let’s see! Adele! his 
Adele ! his own Adele ! and not my Adele! 

(They encounter as they reach each a shoulder, and are almost 
kissing each other as they meet face to face—They start back 
— The Marquis knocks Edgar over and embraces Adele 
himself. 

Edgar. Hallo ! what are you at, uncle ? What are you doing 
there, and with my Adele ? 

Marquis. (Stopping himself.) It is to bring her back to reason 
that I’m losing mine. Oh ! 

Edgar. ( Gazing at Adele. ) Is she not pretty ? 
Marquis. (Also gazing.) Wonderful! I’ll take her off your 

hands, my boy J 
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Adele. (Recovering.) Where am I? All! (Recognizing Edgar. ) 
Monsieur Edgar? 

Edgar. My own Adele, ’tis I, your Edgar ! 
Adele. And Micliu ? 
Edgar. (Puzzled.) Micliu ? 
Marquis. ( To Edgar. ) She says she misses you ! 
Adele. Is Micliu saved? 
Edgar. Micliu?* (Puzzled.) I don’t know. 

Enter Lalotte, s.e.r. 

Lalotte, The chamber is ready, and if the lady has the strength to 
walk ? 

Adele. (Rising and taking Lalptte's arm.) Yes, I feel strong 
enough. ('Z’o Edgar.) But I—I—Micliu ! ( She take a few steps.) 
Bring me some news of—I—Michu ! (A feic more steps.) I must 
absolutely have some news of—('Afs.ER., almost fainting )—I—(To 
Edgau)—I—Michu ! ( Exeunt, led off by Lalotte, s.e.b. 

Edgar. ( Who has remained on his knees.) Micliu ! 
(He lays fall length, leaning his arms over seat of Adele’s chair, 

and looking after her. 
Marquis. You are an ass, my nephew. She don’t miss you, it’s 

another fellow, called Mich-tt/ 
( Turns and sees him, pxdls the chair from under him—Edgar 

falls on floor. 
Edgar. (Rising and going to door, s. e. r. ) I must have an explana¬ 

tion with Adele. 
Marquis. ( Stopping him. ) What’s that ? 
Edgar. I must ask how it happens that I find her here in company 

with these boatmen ? ( Trying to pass, hut held hack hy the Marquis. ) 
Adele! my own Adele ! u Wi' 1 

Enter Madame la Baronne des Allures, c,,from l., hurriedly. 

Baroness. Monsieur Edgar run, run quick for a doctor to attend 
upon these poor sufferers. 4 I 1 ^ 

Edgar. A doctor ? What for the one lady and two gentlemen ? 
Baroness. Yes, I beg of you fly ! 
Edgar. A doctor? Yes, immediately, I’ll find a doctor, (aside) 

and we will see who will prevent me from seeing Adele now. I’ll 
personate an aged doctor and gain admission to her presence. “Love 
laughs at locksmiths.” We’ll see ! we’ll see ! (Exit c., off l. 

Marquis. Wait for me, Edgar! (Aside.) He is well into his 
lunacies, and is quite capable of doing some silly thing. Wait for 
me, wait for me! (Exit running, c., off l. 

Baroness. What an event! These boatmen-^at last they’ve been 
rescued from a watery grave, but they are in a state that alarms me. 
(Looking c., off l.) Here they are—they’re bringing them in ! 
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Enter Marignan, c., from l., scarcely able to walk—La Cigale sup¬ 
ports him—followed by Michu, supported by Dulcoke—Baroness 
and La Cigale seat Marignan on sofa, L.c.; Dulcore seats Michu 
on chair, r., which Adele has occupied* 

La Cigale. (B. of sofa, l.—aside.) ’Tis lie! Good heavens, ’tis 
he! 

Marig. ( On sofa, l.c.—dazed.) A life-preserver, bring me a life- 
preserver ! A tragedy at the bottom of the river! Oh, where is the 
wretch ? (Sees Michu opposite. ) Ah, there! I see him ! Take him 
away, he maddens me, or I shall slay him ! 

Michu. You wrong me, my friend, you wrong me! 
Marig. No, no ! Kill him, or must I ? Then I will l 

(He sleeps— They bear Michu off s.e.r. 
La Cigale. Good heavens ! he raves again ! 
Baroness. ( Standing l. of sofa, l.c.) Don’t be afraid. (She puts 

her salts to Marignan’s nose.) It would have been a pity had he been 
drowned. He is a handsome fellow ! 

La Cigale. Is he not, auntie? 
Baroness. Yes. 
La Cigale. But he’s very wet now, and you don’t see him at 

his best. If you could only see him when he’s dry ! 
( Smacks her lips. 

Baroness. (Severely.) Mademoiselle ! 
La Cigale. Why, this was the artist who saved and defended me 

against Carcassonne, Bibi, and Filoche, the mountebanks ! 
Baroness. This he ? 

(She passes from behind sofa, and comes between Marignan and 
La Cigale. 

La Cigale. (c.) I knew that I should see him again. (To the 
Baroness.) The pips on the cards told me so. 

Baroness. “ Pips !” ( Taking La Cigale by the hand, and leading 
her to l.—Severely.) Come with me, niece ! 

Enter Marquis de la Houppe, c.,from l. 

Baroness. Marquis, do me the favor to take my place by this gen¬ 
tleman. (She is about to exit.) Ah ! my smelling bottle ! 

(Belarus to the Marquis and gives him the bottle—La Cigale 
escapes, flies to Marignan, and takes his hand. 

La Cigale He is all wet, all wet. 
(Baroness returns to La Cigale, takes her roughly by the hand, 

and drags her away— La Cigale, keeping Marignan by the 
hand, drags him along, and Marignan nearly falls with his 
chair. 

Baroness. Come, niece. 
La Cigale. Where to ? 
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.Baroness. You will soon see. (Aside. ) I’ll shut her tinder 
double lock and key, and I won’t let her out until he is gone. 
(Aloud.) Come, go first. 

La Gigale. He is so damp, so damp. He will catch cold. 
Baroness. (Severely.) Come awaty, child, come away, I tell you ^ 

(She pulls La Cigalk, but she having hold of Marignan’s hand, 
almost drags him off his seat, and eventually does so as the 
Baroness drags harder at her—The Baroness drags La 
Cigale off— Marignan left standing, falls to the ground—his 
last recollection being of the water, he commences swimming 
on the carpet, then turns on his back and floats—when the 
laughter subsides, the Marquis raises and assists him to the 
sofa. 

Marquis, (c., talcing Marignan’s hand, toho is sealed on sofa, L.C., 

and smelling at the s(dts which he should put to Marignan’s nose.) I’ve 
run after my nephew, but I could not catch him. (Smelling at the 
salts all Ihe time.) These salts are so strong I don’t understaind why 
this young man don’t revive. 

(He turns and finds Marignan gazing at him with curiosity. 
Marig. (Still seated. ) Are you sufiering? 
Marquis. I ? Oh, no, are you ? 
Marig. I ? Oh ! oh, I am better ! But there is a change, it seems 

to me. Just now it was a lady who was near me. 
Marquis. Yes, but she left me here in her place to look after 

you ! 
Marig. That was very kind. But tell me, where is Adele ? Was 

she saved ? 
Marguis. Adele! 
Marig. Yes, do you know her? 
Marquis. Yes, I know her. 
Marig. No you don’t know her. 
Marquis. Well, by reputation ! 
Marig. You must agree with me, then, Adele with Michu are 

not fit associates lor each other, 
( He lays his hand on the Marquis’ arm. 

Marquis. Beg pardon. 
Marig. ( Withdrawing a little.) Jt is true, I am damp. I cannot 

hide lrom myself that I am very damp. 

Enter Lalotte, s.e.r. 

Lalotle. (To Marignan.) Monsieur, your chamber is prepared. 
Marig. Is there a great fire there ? 
Lalotte. An enormous fire. 
Marig. (To Lalotte,) I thank you! (Draws near Marquis.) 

You don’t know what Adele is like? 
Marquis. (Drawing back, afraid of being made damp.) Pardon 

me 1 
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Marig. That’s true, I am damp. (To Lalotte.) Show me the 
way. ( To Mauquis. ) The best thing 1 can do is to go and dry my¬ 
self, and I’m going. But don’t tell me you know what Adele is like! 

(Exit s.e.kfollowed by Lalotte. 

Marquis. There’s another idiot in love with a coquette. This 
Adele, she’s a flirt, the same who prevents me from marrying my 
nephew to the Baroness' niece. But I’ll find some way to get rid of 
her at all costs. Let me see ! Good ! I have it! This doctor—no 
doubt a highly respectable practitioner—is momentarily expected. 
I’ll make a confidant of him, place the ten thousand francs in his 
hands with instructions only to show them to Adele, with the promise 
that they shall Decome hers on the day of my nephew’s marriage. 
Capital! She will give my boy the cold shoulder, lie will grow dis¬ 
heartened in his suit, obey me in marrying the Baroness’ niece, my 
nephew will gain a rich wife, and together they’ll all render me a 
happy monkey ! 

Dalcove. ( Without c., off is.) This way if you please, doctor! 
Marquis. And here comes the very man. 

Enter Dulcore, c., from l., ushering in Count Edgar de la Houppe, 

disguised as a Doctor—aged, broad-brimmed hat, wigt spectacles, 
starched cravat, malacca cane, baggy great coat, tSee. 

Dulcore. This way, doctor. (Crosses to followed by Edgar. 

Edgar, (b. sees the Marquis—Aside.) Confound it, my uncle ! 
( Conceals features. 

Dulcore. (c.) Doctor, I will at once announce you to the young 
invalid. 

Marquis, (l.) M. Dulcore, have you lately had the felicity of 
being scared by the presence of that scapegrace of a nephew of 
mine ? 

Dulcore. Probably your lordship will find him on the terrace. 
Edgar. (Aside.) The devil! 
Marquis. I’ve a few words on business to exchange with the doc¬ 

tor. Kindly oblige me by sending him to me, and I will show the 
doctor the invalid’s room. 

Dulcore. Anything to oblige, your lordship ! 
(Bows and exits c off i,.—the Marquis crosses to s.e.r.—Edgar 

trying to steal away, c. 
Marquis. (Turns, misses Edgar, sees him up stage.) Why, doc¬ 

tor, that is not the way to the invalid. 
Edgar. ( Aside.) Now, if I speak I’m ruined ! 
Marquis. In this room! (Points R.) Allow me to accompany 

you. 
Elgar. (Assuming a gruff voice.) Most happy for the honor ! 
Marquis. Got a cold, doctor ? Ah, take care, take care, unseason¬ 

able weather. I want your private ear for five minutes ! 
Edgar. (Gruffly.) With pleasure! (Coughs. 
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Marquis. Very bad cold, indeed. There’s malaria in the atmos¬ 
phere ! This way ! 

(Exeunt Marquis and Edgar, s.e.r., coughing—Loud noise and 
crash heard off s.e.l. 

Enter La Cigale, s.e.l., hounding on as if she had been thrown upon the 
stage—with difficulty she recovers her eqidllibnum at R. of stage—when 
she does, she spins round and round moving backwards to l.—when 
near sofa she falls full length on it and bursts into an immoderate Jit 
of laughter—rests her chin on sofa head, facing the audience—her hair 
dishevelled, &c. 

La Cigale. This is a pretty game of cross purposes, truly. I love 
a fellow who don’t love me, and he loves a girl who don’t care a straw 
about him—and one whom I dispise—a heartless coquette ! The 
man they want me to marry I don’t care about, and he don’t care for 
me—has been candid enough to tell me so—for he loves the girl who 
loves the other fellow—and that’s Michu—and Miclm’s fooling every¬ 
body and nobody sees much of him. He’s the toadstool instilling all 
the poison ! I dare say it will all dry straight in the end. The 
cards say so and the cards seldom lie ! (Rises and looks off s.e.r.) 
Hallo ! here he is and he’ll see me with my hair down. Too late ! I 
must make the best of it. 

(Returns and throws herself full length on sofa, L.c, 

Enter Marignan, s.e.r., looking back. 

Marig. Adele’s a flirt—worse, a coquette ! Old and young seem 
to her to be all alike. What ceaseless adulation she must require 
that prompts her to forget her dignity as a woman. And what a fool 
1 must be when I fail to conquer my wild infatuation ! On passing 
her room just now—the door was open—^-she was engaged in an ani¬ 
mated conversation with an old gentleman—a doctor apparently—and 
spread before them on the table were countless banknotes, which they 
in their wild delirium were dancing round. Coquetry seems to have 
turned Adele’s brain. Infatuation will turn mine unless I put on the 
brake. My first impulse was to rush iu and break his head, but I re¬ 
strained myself. I think I ought to break mine, and I’ll do it, for I 
am mad with vexation. (Punches his own head—La Cigale with her 
chin resting on the sofa head, and with her hair down, coughs—he turns 
—she shakes her head at him.) What’s the matter ? Who are you ? 
and what do you want? 

La Cigale. Don’t excite yourself, young man, it’s dangerous! 
You’ve come to the wrong place ! 

Marig. Oh, indeed ! And what place should I have gone to? 
La Cigale. (Points off c.) That’s the direction where your ser¬ 

vices are required—the lunatic asylum ! You’re in love with a woman 
Who don’t care for you ! (Laughs* 
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Marig. (Laughing.) This is some mistake ! Come here! 
( Approaching her. 

La Cigale. ( Waving him away.) Keep off, or I’ll call for help! 
It was a mistake to let you out. 

Marig. Wait a hit! It seems to me that I recognize you. 
La Cigale. Goon! Iam—am—a- 
Marig. (Quickly) La Cigale! 
La Cigale. Ah, yes! That is to say, no! I was, but am not. 

La Cigaie that was, Mademoiselle des Allures that is ! ( Courtsies. 
Marig. Is it possible ? 
La Cigale. Yes ! Ernestine, own niece to Madame la Baronne des 

Allures! 
Marig. I congratulate you ! But what are.you doing here, dress¬ 

ing in that extraordiuy manner—magnificently attired, radiant in the 
beauty- 

La Cigale. ( Coquettes. ) O—h ! 
Marig. With your hair flowing loose, wafted to the gentle breezes, 

as if you were a kindred spirit to a wild Indian ? (Both laugh. 
La Cigale. Well, I’ll tell you! My little aunt locked me up in the 

linen closet because I wanted to see you and have a talk with you, 
when you said you were so damp! (Laughs,) But I wasn’t going to 
be packed up in a linen closet like a sardine in a box, so just before 
the closet was the swing. I jumped upon the window-sill, sprang 
with my hands like this, caught the ropes of the swing and from the 
impetus which that movement gave me I almost reached as far as 
this. (Illustrates how she ottered the room—Both laugh.) That’s the 
cause of my hair being down. 

Marig. Ah, just so ! Now do you know I expected I should find 
you again ! 

La Cigale. Oh, bless you, I was quite sure of that. I don’t say I 
exactly expected you to-day, but I was perfectly sure you would turn 
up some day or other, for you know counterfeits generally come back ! 

(Plays with a ribbon or something. 
Marig. (Looks into her face.) Do you mean to say that I am a 

counterfeit ? 
La Cigaie. Why, yes, what else are you ? (archly) for don’t you 

love a woman that don’t care for you ? 
( Bursts out laughing—Marignan annoyed. 

Marig. And how did you know that I would come back ? 
La Cigale. Oh ! I had a little messenger in my pocket that told 

me all about it. 
Marig, In your pocket ? (Laughs. 
La Cigale. Yes, look ! ( Takes cards out. 
Marig. (Laughs.) A pack of cards ! 
La Cigale. There’s nothing to laugh at, for they’ve done your 

busiuess for you ! These are the little Cupids that tell Gypsies all 
about you! (Shuffles the cards a la conjuror.) Behold! Queen of 
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Diamonds! (courtstes sneering and low) that’s you blonde lady! 
Again—Eight of Spades, treason from your blonde* ( Another sneer.) 
Eight of Diamonds, the blonde is found out—exit victim. This ends 
the third chapter by the victim artist being betrayed by his (sneer) 
blonde lady ! (Laughs satirically, then patronizing him.) Sow your 
tares, young man, where they will take root and don’t give urchins 
round the corners a chance of laughing at your futile husbandry. 

Marig. (Absorbed.) Yes, yes, all true! 
La Gig ale. So the cards said! So they told me ! 

* Marig. And did they tell you, too, how I came to perceive it? 
La Cigale. No! 
Marig. Very well, then, the cards told wrong, for that was the 

fact above all others most curious about it. 
La Cigale. Indeed! 
Marig. Oh, yes ! 
La Cigale. Tell me about it, 
Marig. I canuot. 
La Cigale. Why not ? 
Marig. To a young lady, and a young lady of fashion too? No, 

no, I cannot. 
La Cigale. Did I make so much fuss about telling you my adven¬ 

tures with the mountebanks in the Inn at Babazan ? 
Marig. That’s true. 
La Cigale. Well, then? 
Marig. Well, then, I would like to tell you—so here goes. (La 

Cigale sits l. of table, ».o.) We Were all three in the boat—he, I, 
and-- 

La Cigale. The model! 
Marig. Well, Adele ! But there’s another story, of the old doctor, 

but as that might confuse you, well we’ll begin with the story of the 
boat. 

La Cigale. Go on, go on I 
Marig. (Sits at other side of table, r.c.) But I must tell you that I 

have a mania. I never go out without a glass, a small portable look¬ 
ing-glass. Every few minutes I take out this little glass and look at 
myself. ^ 

La Cigale. Are you Vain ? 
Marig. Oh, no, it is not vanity. It is solely because I find pleas¬ 

ure in looking at myself. 
La Cigale. Well! 
Marig. I was on my seat, and I was swimming. 
La Cigale. Swimming ? In the boat ? 
Marig. I was rowing, if you like that better. It’s only another 

term for rowing. I rowed—exactly behind me were Michu and Adele 
— Adele held the rudder. 

La Cigale. And Michu—what was Michu doing ? 
Marig. (Bitterly.) At that moment he was doing nothing. After 

n OF ILL UR 
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Laving poled up stream for a good hour, and it was no easy work to 
pull against the current, I took to letting the boat glide down again. 
Nature was beautiful—I believed myself beloved. It was really a 
moment full of happiness! I took the opportunity to let go my 
poles, I arose, I stretched myself, I turned about to get my little glass 
—it was in a little box in the foreward part of the boat—I put it up 
to my face, and do you know what I saw in my little glass? 

La Cigale. No. 
Marig. I saw Adele—I saw her take Michu round the neck like 

this, draw him gently down and give him a kiss. Oh, well there*! a 
kiss ! 

La Cigale. Oh! 
Marig. At that I jumped upon Michu! I struck him—he de¬ 

fended himself—and we fell into the water. You know the rest. 
La Cigale. Yes, I know it ! 
Marig. What do you say to it, eh ? That is treason, I should 

think, that is treason of a- 
La Cigale, Yes, yes, it is. 
Marig. And what can Adele say to justify herself? What can 

she say ? 
La Cigale. As to that I don’t know anything about it. 
Marig. The story of the old doctor she could explain. He had 

just been paid by a rich patient. He shows the money, Adele—who 
has a good heart—shares his joy and they both dance around the 
table. That’s nothing ! 

La Cigale. (Aside.) What is he talking about? 
Marig. But this kiss given to Michu ? What can she say to ex¬ 

plain away this kiss ? 
La Cigale. Not much. 
Marig. Nothing at all. 
La Cigale. (Laughing.) Unless she should pretend she did it 

from a wish to cure you of this mania for regarding yourself in the 
little glass. 

Marig. (After a pause.) Do you really think that might be ? 
La Cigale. (Astounded.) Eh ? 
Marig, In fact it is quite possible. 
La Cigale. (Aside.) What! does he take that seriously ? 
Marig. That would change matters, if it were really done for that, 

That changes no eiid of things. 
La Cigale. (Indignant.) Oh ! (Goes up and sits on sofa, L.c. 

Enter Madame i.a Baronne des Allures, c.,from l. 

Marig. Ah! the Baroness! ~ (Bows. 
Baroness. ( Coming from c., very indignant—very coldly.) I have 

seen the young lady who accompanied you, sir, I have just seen her 
with her physician. 

Marig, (r.c.) Were they dancing ? 
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Baroness. No! they were not dancing, but I had ever}7 reason to 
believe she has quite recovered. 

Marig. Then, madame, nothing remains for us but to thank you 
for your kindness and hospitality. We will depart. (Baroness with¬ 
out answering bows slightly—goes up c., contemplates La Cigale.) I 
do believe that changes matters! Then Adele would be innocent, 
Adele would be innocent. ( Exit s.e.r. 

Baroness. (Down b.c. ) I shall not reproach you, Ernestine, 
La Cigale. (Down l.c.) And you would be quite right, little 

aunt, if you did, because now I am determined to do just as you de¬ 
sire me to. 

Baroness. What ? 
la Cigale. This marriage that I did not want. 
Baroness. Well, what of it ? 
La Cigale. (Enraged.) I want it now ! I'll marry your young 

man—where is he ? I’ll marry him this moment, if that will please 
you. ( Goes up and stands near sofa. 

Enter Marquis de la Houppe and Count Edgar de la Houppe, s.e.r., 

pulling each other—Edgar still disguised as an old physician. 

Marquis. (r.c.) My ten thousand francs—give me back my ten 
thousand francs ! 

Edgar, (r.) Wait, wait, my dear uncle ! 
Baroness, (c*) Well, upon my word, is it so you treat the doc¬ 

tor? 
Marquis. Doctor ? Ha, ha! Off with your hat, you robber! 

(He knocks off his hat.) Off with your coat, rascal ! 
( Tries to drag off his coat* 

Baroness. (Recognizing Edgar. ) Monsieur Edgar ! 
Marquis. Yes, Monsieur Edgar, who to get near his Adele has 

tried to disguise himself. 
Elgar. Js it any fault of mine if I love Adele ? 
La Cigale. What! he too ? 

( She throws herself on the sofat L.C., overcome by a fit of nervous 
laughter. 

Baroness. And this is the young man you wanted to give me as 
an irreproachable one ? So gentle and quiet, such grave manners ? 

( Goes to La Cigala at sofa, L.a 

Marquis. (Turning upon Edgar.) Give me the ten thousand 
francs, rogue. 

Edgar. I have them no longer, my dear uncle. 
(Marquis forces Edgar up stage, o. 

Enter Henri Marignan, s.e.r , arm-in-arm with Adele and Edourde 

Michu, attired for departure. 

Marig. Come, Adele, come, Michu, let us all three thank the Bar¬ 
oness for her excellent hospitality. (Tableau—The Baroness cold, 
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haughty, and stiff', standing near sofa, l.c.—Marquis down stage, r.c., 

restraining Edgar, who icishes to fly to Adele, who is up stage, r.c.— 

La Cigaee sealed on sofa, l.c., her head in her hands—Makignan up 
stage, c.—Adele r. and Michu l. of him.) Madame the Baroness ! 

(To La Cigale.) That was right! It was really just as you said, 
Adele was innocent. 

(La Cigale, without answering, rises abruptly and seats herself 
in a chair behind th.e sofa, l. c. 

Edgar. (To the Marquis.) Adele was innocent! If she came in 
the boat it was because she knew I was here. 

( The Marquis restrains Edgar /Vom going to Adele. 

Marig. (Bowing again.) Madame the Baroness, (Motions Michu 

and Adele to bow. ) Adele, Michu! ( All three bow—a stiff boxo from 
the Baroness— to La Cigale.) Mademoiselle ! 

La Cigale. (Rising.) Let me be ! Don’t speak to me. (General 
movement.) Don’t speak to me, for I am a young lady of rank. I’m 
no gypsy now ! I shall shine at last. 

(Marlgnan arm-in-arm with Adele, followed by Michu, go 
up, B.C. 

Baroness. My dear niece ! 
La Cigale. Just look at them arm in arm ! There he goes with a 

ridiculous woman who mocks him and deceives him. 
Adele. (Turning back, comes down, R.c.) A ridiculous woman? 
Marig. (To La Cigale.) Why, not at all, not at all! You 

guessed rightly, it was really just to cure me of that mania which I 
have. 

La Cigale. And it is only a month since I surprised her at the 
Babazon Inn (going over to Michu, r.c.) with Michu. (Imitates the 
sound of a kiss.) “Pss! pss!” Oh, Michu! “You know I love 
you!” And just now with the old doctor ! Pah ! 

Marig. Ah! (Quickly aside, r.c.) I guessed aright about the 
doctor, then. It was as I thought. 

La Cigale. (c.) It was as you thought. ( Going to Edgar.) Look, 

here is the old doctor, here he is, for he, too, is another of hers ! 
Adele. But, but! 
La Cigale. He and plenty others ! He and everybody else ! And 

really one asks why there are so many of such women as that—one 
would be enough ! 

Adele. (r.c., enraged.) Ah, take care ! You don’t know, perhaps, 
that you begin to annoy me, you—you—mountebank ? 

Marquis and Edgar, (r. ) Mountebank ! 
Adele. (Endeavoring to be dignified.) And that, were I not 

brought up well, as I have been- 
La Cigale. (c., suddenly losing her self-possession.) What is it 

you’d do if you were not well brought up ? (She slaps her knees with 
a gesture familiar to wrestlers.) What would she do? what would 
she do ? 

Adele. What would I do ? 
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La Cl gale. Well, come on, then ! 
Baroness. My niece ! (Restraining La Cigale from L,c. 

Marig. (Between the two women—trying to prevent them from flying 
at each other.) Adele ! Mademoiselle ! 

La Cigale. (Struggling to throw herself upon Adele.) Let me 

alone, you! 
Marig. Mademoiselle, I do entreat you. 
La Cigale. Let me be ! Get away from here, it is time you were 

gone. (Points imperiously to c.) Go! 
Marig. I beg of you ! 
La Cigale. Ah, by my faith ! so much the worse for you, since you 

will not do it. (She gives him a box on the ear, so well aimed that 
from the shoclc he nearly falls over backward—he clutches at the table, 
R.c., and drags it with him—The china articles on the table fall and break 
—a racket—La Cigale frightened by what she has done.) What have 
I done ? 

Marig. (Picking himself up.) There is a bump here, isn’t there? 
Don’t hide anything from me. Is there a bump ? 

La Cigale. (Jojfully—running lo him and examines.) Yes, there 
is a bump ! The prediction is realized ! He is mine ! he is mine ! 

( Tableau— The Baroness is half fainting in the arms of the 
Marquis, who seats her on the sofa l.c.—Adele, up R.C., 

without answering the entreaties of Edgar, who is down 
prepares lo depart with Michu—La Cigale takes care of 
Marignan, c. 

Adele. Michu. 

Mabignan. La Cigale „ °- ‘ „ + % 

END OF ACT n. 
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ACT III. 

Scene.—Marignan’s Studio. Walls covered with curious paintings, 
A great number of canvasses standing face to the walls on the floor. 
Four easels with large and absurd paintings upon them. Centre door. 
Doors R. and r.f. Large sofa, l.c, On the l., a small practicable 
staircase leading to a practicable gallery, facing the audience, over 
centre door—A door opens on this gallery. Tapestry curtains to all 
the doors. Two small chests b. and L. against the wall. Table and 
two chairs, B.c. Other chairs. 

Marignan discovered stretched on sofa, l.c.—Michu seated before his 
easel, preparing to work. 

Michu. (R..) What is the matter with you, Marignan, do you not 
mean to work to-day ? 

Marig. (l.c.) Perhaps—(smokes)—I am working. 
Michu. Eh ? (Looks round at him. ) No, you don’t work, and I 

know the reason. They have just brought you a letter announcing 
the coming marriage of La Cigale with the young Count Edgar de la 
Houppe. 

Marig. What’s that to me ? ( Turning round on sofa and smoking 
vigorously.) The marriage of La Cigale ? Tush ! 

Michu. It would be nothing if you did not love her, but then, you 
do love her! 

Marig. I ? absurd ! 
Michu. Why yes, you, and have done ever since the day when we 

were down there at the Baroness’, and she gave you such a bump on 
your forehead. Let me think, that’s three months ago. 

Marig. Yes, it is three months. Well, yes, exactly. If I loved 
La Cigale, should I for three months never even try to see her? 

Michu. You told me yourself you had promised her aunt never to 
try to do so. 

Marig. Now should I have ever given any such promise had I 
loved the girl ? 

Michu. I did not say you were in love with La Cigale the day you 
made that promise. I said that since the day when you agreed not to 
try to see her. 

Marig. ( Quickly rising.) Michu! (SlretcJdng. 
Michu. What now? 
Marig. Listen to me! I have already forgiven you for many 

things? 
Michu. Well, yes ! that is true ! 
Marig. But what I will never pardon is that you should repeat 
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wlmt you have just said. I am not in love at all, not at all. Do you 
hear ? 

Michu. Very well, very well ! 
Marig. And that is enough, is it not ? Every one knows that if I 

am in love, it is with the little creature who a fortnight ago came to 
us from Babizon. 

Michu. With little Catherine, our new model? 
Marig. Yes, it is with our new model that I am in love. And if I 

am not working, it is because she has not come to-day. And why 
has she not ? 

Enter Catherine, c. door—she is attired in a simple hut tasteful toilette. 
Marig. Catherine should have been here halt an hour ago. 

Hath. And here I am, Monsieur Marignan. Please don’t be vexed 
with me. 

Marig. You are late, don’t you know that ? 
Cath. But it was not my fault, besides you choose a queer time for 

your scolding, for I’ve got a piece of good news for you. 
Marig. What is it ? 
Cath. 1 just heard a geutleman ask the porter below what floor you 

lived on. 
Marig. What then ? 
Cath. And this gentleman had all the appearances of being a rich 

amateur. 
Marig. A rich amateur! Can’t be ! 
Michu. In our house! Impossible ! 

( Both laugh—Knock at c. door. 
Marig. Come in! 

Enter Porter, c. door. 

Porter. M. Marignan, there is a gentleman below asking for 
you. 

Marig. Show him up stairs, then. (Exit Porter, c. 

Cath. (Ascending the staircase—speaking and turning occasionally 
on her way to room above.) Now didn’t you scold your little Cather¬ 
ine without cause. Sell him a picture, for I know he’s coming to buy 
one, and get lots of money for it, he’s rich. Meantime I will change 
my dress. (Exit by door in gallery. 

Marig. To us, Michu, a rich amateur come to see us ? 
Michu. The news, I’m afraid, is too good to be true ! 
Marig. But if it is true, we will sell, sell, sell! (Both laugh— 

Knock at c. door.) Come in ! 
Michu. No, no! Bich amateurs should have the doors opened 

for them. 
(They both laugh— Michu runs to c. door, and opens it, bowing 

to Carcassonne as he enters. 
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Enter Carcassonne, c. door, in citizen's dress. 

Care. (c.) Monsieur Marignan ? Have I the honor of addressing 
that renowned master ? - 

Marig. (l.) X am Marignan, monsieur, the master! (Bows, 
Michu. And I am Michu, the pupil of the master ! (Bows, 
Care. Your servant, gentlemen ! 
Marig, What, that voice ! 
Michu. That figure ! 
Marig. It is not possible to mistake it. 
Care. Nor do you mistake it, ’tis I indeed, Monsieur Carcas¬ 

sonne ! 
Marig. First physician in all sorts of things. (Laughs. 
Michu. Manager of the troupe composed of Hercules, the Tall 

Giantess, Pocket Drawfs, Double-Headed Calves, and—and—La 
Cigale! 

Care. (Stops him.) Of the troupe known as Monsieur Carcas¬ 
sonne’s troupe, that’s it, and I am he ! 

Michu. (Aside.) The rich amateur ! (Laughs* 
Marig. Monsieur Carcassoune, I am delighted to see you, but I 

cannot imagine to what we owe the honor of a visit. 
Care. Nor guess? 
Marig. No. 
Michu. (Aside.) No, no, no ! 
Care. It is easy, nevertheless. You are a painter, I come to order 

a picture! 
Marig. What, a picture of me ? 
Michu. (Laughs aside.) What, a picture of us? 
Care. A picture, yes, and pay for it. A picture which—well, a 

picture to put up in front of my tent! Hum ! 
Michu. Oli! ( Turns up the stage grotesquely. 
Care. The thing that decided me to come to you tor it was that I 

have an idea that your order of talent is just of that order of merit 
—er—er—suited to it exactly. ( Crosses to r. 

Michu. (Coming down c., furious—aside to Marignan.) What’s 
that he says ? 

Marig. (Amused—Aside to Michu. and restraining him.) Gently, 
Michu, one must have respect for the critic. It is not necessary to 
pay any attention to what he says, but, at least, one must show out¬ 
ward respect for him. (Laughing, crosses to c., and aloud to Carcas¬ 
sonne.) 1 will make your picture, Monsieur Carcassonne, I will 
paint your picture. 

Care. (r. ) You’ll make it ? Good! Really? 
Marig. (c ) Yes, really ! 
Care. (Nods to him.) Good again! You are right. 
Marig. Why so? 
Care. Why? Because it is a picture which will undoubtedly do 

you great honor. (Beckons to him.) Come here a minute, I want 
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say a word or two in private. (Maeignan retires a little c.—Car¬ 

cassonne crosses to Michu, who is l. ) Will you kindly permit me to 
say a few words to your illustrious master, monsieur, in—in—pri¬ 
vate ? 

Michu. Why not in—in—private? (Laughs aside—Carcassonne 

goes to Maeignan, up stage.) Meanwhile I will get everything ready 
for the sitting we are to have presently with little Catherine, our 
model. 

(He goes up and prepares a small platform, then stretches two 
lines across from two easels and ?upon the tines hangs some 
linen clothing, he then brings a bench with a icash-tub fixed to 
the top—in the tub a wash-board, some wet linen, some soap¬ 
suds. 

Marig. What have you to say to me, monsieur? (Comes down c.) 
I am at your service. 

Care. (r.c. ) I wish to speak to you concerning my picture. 
Marig. (Treating Carcassonne’s business as a good jolce and 

laughs.) Oh, that is not worth while. 
Care. Ah ! 
Marig. That’s not worth while! I see what you want, and you 

shall have it ! You want a fat woman ? 
Care. A fat devil! 
Marig. No ! a fat woman ! one who smiles as she» exposes to view 

her leg, and such a leg ! 
Care. Oh ! is that all ? 
Marig. Ain’t it enough? I’ll make you a fat woman’s leg that 

shall be big enough for two—or perhaps you’d like her to show both ? 
She shall show both. How would you like her to display them? 
We could- 

Care. Hang it, man, I don’t want any fat woman ! 
Marig. You’d like a Hercules better? 
Care. No, not a Hercules either. 
Marig. (Laughing.) What would you like then? A dwarf, a 

talking snake, or a double-headed calf? 
Care. No ! It is a portrait that I want, a young girl’s portrait! 

Something fit to look at. 
Marig. Come on then, I’m your easel ! 
Care. Yes, what I wish to ask of you is, that you will do me the 

favor to make a portrait of the young woman who, in my traveling 
troupe has replaced La Cigale. 

Marig. (Quickly.) La Cigale ! 
Michu. ( Coming to Mauignan.) What’s the matter? 
Marig. (Aside to Michu.) Nothing! nothing! Prepare for our 

model, Michu ? (Michu retires again. 
Care. Hang it! ever since and all because of you, I lost my best 

performer. Of course I had to find another to supply her place—but 
there, I don’t blame you / 
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Many. You have never heard any news of—of—I suppose you 
know who I mean—La Cigale ? 

Care. No, I’ve never heard any. It is a shame to her. But I 
must say since she has entered high life she has completely neglected 
all her old companions. 

Marig. Ah, of course ! 
Care. But, if it is all the same to you, we will leave La Cigale 

where she is—to enjoy herself in her own way and with her own 
means—and return to the young person who has replaced her in our 
troupe. 

Marig. Ah, yes l to the young person who has—exactly ! 
Care. Exactly ! 

I Marig. Is she pretty, this one who has replaced—replaced her ? 
Care. Oh, you shall see her ! 
Marig. How ? 
Care. How ? Why, I must bring her to have her portrait made, 

mustn’t I ? 
Marig. That is true ! At what hour will you bring her? 
Care. At any hour you please, only at whatever hour you name 

j'ou must promise we shall find you alone. 
Marig. Alone ? alone ? 
Care. Quite alone ! She makes a point of it. 
Marig. (Surprised.) The young person who has replaced her? 
Care. Yes, the young person who has replaced her ! 
Marig. Ah, is that so ! But you bring me into an intrigue, Mon¬ 

sieur Carcassonne. 
Care. (Not heeding him.) When shall we come ? 
Marig. Come in half an hour. 
Care. ( Taking his hat.) In half an hour ? 
Marig. Yes ! but I beg you before you go (going to l., takes up a 

picture more ridiculous than all the others, and returns) take this ! 
Care. What’s this ? 
Marig. A picture ! Do me the favor to accept it. 
Care. (Exposing it to audience.) How! as valuable an article as 

this ? Do you suppose- 
Michu. ( Who has finished his preparations, comes down, n.) Oh, 

take it, take it, since you are told to. We’ve plenty others, you see. 
( Goes up again 

Care. If it is to rid yourselves of it. 
Marig. Yes ! And then, I was going to say to you if you did not 

have that under your arm when you came with the lady, the porter 
would never let you pass up into my rooms. 

Care. Oh, really? 
Marig. Well, he has his orders ! 
Care. Ah! that’s another thing. I did not understand. (Bow¬ 

ing.) Gentlemen! (To Marignan.) In half an hour, is it not? 
That's the agreement ? ( Going. 

Marig. That is the agreemeut !j 
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Care. ( Turns at door, c.) And yon will be alone ? 
Marig. And I will be alone. 
Care. Good day, messieurs ! (Exit c. 
Michu. ( Comes down e.) That moved you ? Ab, Marignan, one 

can see plainly- 
Marig. (Bringing down his easel, l.) Yes, yes, every one, of 

course, can see. (Laughs. 
Michu. That man’s order made you think of La Cigale. 
Marig. Well, perhaps it did. 
Michu. Come, Marignan, tell me why are you so obstinately de¬ 

termined not to confess your love for that girl ? 
Marig. (Impatiently.) Michu! (Drops his palette. 
Michu. All right, all right, all right! 
Marig. Well, all is ready for our sitting. Why do we not be¬ 

gin ? 
Michu. We shall commence as soon as Mademoiselle Catherine is 

ready. 
Both. Catherine! hey, Mademoiselle Catherine, hey there! hey, 

Catherine ! oh, Catherine! hallo, Catherine ! 
(Here Catherine puts her head from between the curtains of the 

door in the gallery—The head alone is exposed fully, and a 
glimpse of nude arms and shoulders. 

Cath. Here is Catherine. 
Marig. Come down here, then ! Are you ready ? 
Cath. Is no one there ? 
Marig. No, of course not, we are all alone. 
Oath. You are perfectly sure there is no one there ? 
Michu. No one but our two selves. 
Cath. For if there should be any one there, I would not like to, 
Michu. Why, no, no, I tell you, there’s no one here. 
Cath. Well, there ! 

(She parts the curtains and descends the stairs rapidly and cos- 
tumed as a washerwoman. 

Marig. Come, pose, Catharine ! I am just in the, spirit to-day. 
Pose, pose, quick ! 

Cath. Well, I am here, all posed ! 
(She mounts the platform, c.—With one arm raised in the air, 

Catherine holds the stick as if about to beat the linen, which 
is wet and which with her left hand she holds spread upon the 
washboard. 

Marig. That’s just it; the arm just a little higher. Now soap, 
soap, soap, some soap. 

( While Michu and Marignan paint, Catherine spreads soap- 
suds over her arms, all of which have been placed by Michu. 

Cath. They put soap on, do they ? 
Marig. Of course, all washerwomen do ! The arm a little higher, 

but not too high. (Catherine takes the pose; stick high in air.) 
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Good, very good. She is very nice any way you put her, is our little 
Catherine, very nice indeed ! 

Gath. (Arm still upheld.) I am very patient, am I not? Don't 
you think so ? 

Marig. Yes, now ! but you came half an hour late, though. You 
could have been impatient at that time had you liked. 

Gath. That was not my fault; there was a reason for it. 
Marig. What reason ? 
Gath. A relative called at our house. 
Michu. A relative, eh ? What kind of man is that ? 
Gath. Yes, a relative that came to Paris to see us. 
Marig. What does he do in the provinces ? 
Gath. He is a banker ! 
Marig. and Michu. (Laughing.) Oh ! oh ! 
Michu. O-h ! o-h! Don’t! You’ve made me put this woman’s 

eye out. Oh, that is very rich ! (Laugh's. 
Gath. And he would not be pleased did he know I came to pose as 

a washerwoman like this. 
Michu. Does he not like painting ? 
Gath. Yes, of course. But he never saw me dressed like a washer¬ 

woman ! 
Michu. (Laughs.) I don’t suppose he did. 
Gath. And it would surprise him if he did. 
Michu. No doubt. (Aside.) It would knock all the poetry out 

of him. 
Gath. (Letting her arm fall.) If he knew I came here, he would 

suspect that I was in love with my little—(here Michu has a violent Jit 
of coughing—Catherine takes her position again; her arm up)—my 
little Ma—my little ri—my little Marignau. 

Marig. Catherine, are you in love with me ? 
Gath ( Doublingly.) I believe so. 
Marig. All right, and I am in love with you. (Tapping the can¬ 

vass here and there, painting at arms length and with sweeping strokes.) 
Understand that, little Catherine, ’tis you I love, though they would 
pretend it is some one else. ’Tis you I love, and you alone, do you 
understand? (Peevishly.) Soap, soap, some more soap ! 

(Catherine makes more suds. 

Enter Porter, c. door, and hands two cards to Marignan. 

Marig. Ah, truly, did I ever! here is something surpassing even 
the visit of Monsieur Carcassonne. Are the gentlemen there ? 

Porter. Yes, sir! 
Marig. Show them in immediately, (Exit Porter, c. door.) 

Monsieur the Marquis de la Houppe and the young Count, his nephew, 
in my house ? 

Enter Marquis de la Houppe and Count Edgar de la Houppe, c. 

Marig. (Aside.) Here they are. 
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Marquis, (l.c.) Do not disturb yourselves, I beg. (To Cather 
ine, who continues to stir up the suds.) Mademoiselle, I should really 
be in despair, you are just about to wash the soiled clothes of these 
gentlemen ? (Catherine is motionless, thunderstruck, and on the plat¬ 
form still—Michu goes up stage, and busies himself.) Go on, go on, 
wash away. It is not for me to blame the artists that they have the 
same desire for clean linen that I should ever encourage among the 
upper classes. 

Marig. (l ) Why no, monsieur, not at all. The lady is not a 
washerwoman, she is a model ! 

Marquis. A model? (Laughs aside.) A model washerwoman! 
Cath. ( On platform, c.) Yes, sir, I’m a model! (Indignant, 
Edgar. (r.c.) Well, then, we regret—do we not, uncle—we re¬ 

gret that the young lady is not in a tine costume. 
Marquis. (Aside to Edgar, severely.) How, sir, three days be¬ 

fore your marriage. (Catherine comes down from the platform. 
Edgar. (Aside.) My marriage? You forget, uncle, that my in¬ 

tended has disappeared, and that we are running after her. 
Marquis. (Aside.) Will you hold your tongue. (Aloud to 

Maiugnan, and smilingly.) Monsieur artist, does our visit astonish 
you ? 

Marig. (Bows.) Monsieur! 
Edgar. The reason is simple ; we love the fine arts, my uncle and 

I, and the idea came to us to come and see if you had nothing in the 
easel to please us 

( Turns to the Marquis—Marignan goes up to bring picture. 
Marquis. (Aside to Edgar.) I don’t see her. 

Edgar. (Aside.) Neither do I. 
Marquis. (Aside.) There is a room there; (r.) she may be 

hiding in it. 
( They move toward r. door, pretending to examine the pictures. 

Cath. ( To Michu.) What’s the matter with them ? 
Michu. ( Up stage, to Catherine ) I don’t know ; they seem to 

be looking for something. 
(Marignan returning with the picture—it is a long one and 

painted to illustrate the artist's description further on. 
Marig. (Resting the picture against the tub.) Look, gentlemen, do 

you see, this picture serves two ends. 
Edgar. How serves two ends ? 
Marig. Yes, look from this side. (Indicating the blue half ) This 

is the sea, an immense sea—(Indicating the rosy half)—illuminated 
by a magnificent sunset. Turn, now, the picture upside down—(As¬ 
sisted by Michu, he turns it upside down—indicating the rosy half.) 
This is the desert, the burning sands of the desert, and above, (indi¬ 
cating the other half) the blue sky. 

Marquis. Why, that is admirable! 
Marig. It is original. There is no harm in putting a little origi¬ 

nality in a picture. This is what we call intentionality. We are no 
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longer impressionists, but intentionists ! You perceive we work with 
intentions! 

Marquis. Admirable ! it is positively admirable. ( Changing his 
tone.) Will you permit me to ask you a question ? 

Marig. What question ? 
(During this passage, Edgar goes round about Catherine. 

Marquis. You have only this studio as your lodging, I suppose? 
Marig. There is my bed-room yonder. (Points r. 
Marquis. Your bed-room? The bed-room of an artist! Wonder¬ 

ful ! Would it be improper to ask to be allowed to see it ? 
Marig. Why, not at all, monsieur, if you wish it. 

( Crosses to door s.e.r. 
Marquis. If I wish ? With your permission, I do wish. (To 

Edgar, who has come down, aside.) Come, you also, and look about 
well. 

Marig. (Appears at door, s.e.r.) Monsieur the Marquis ! 
Marquis. We are coming directly. 
Marig. (Points off r. ) At your service, messieurs I 
Marquis. An artist’s bed-chamber ! 

(Exit s.e.r , followed by Edgar. 
Marig. What do they come to do in my house, both of them ? 

Well, well, what is it that ails them ? there they are looking under 
the bed. (Eats into chamber, s e.r. 

Michu. Now we are alone again. Quick, pose, pose, Catherine! 
*Tis ten minutes since I began this picture, and it ought to be quite 
done. 

(Catherine quickly mounts the platform and spreads soapsuds 
over her arms and hands. 

C(dh. ( After a pause.) Michu! 
Michu. What? (Still painting. 
Oath. (Louder.) Michu! 
Michu. Well, what, I asked you ? 
Cath. Have I done anything to you ? Have I been indiscreet ? 
Michu. Why! (Feebly, j No! 
Cath. Well, then, if I have done nothing to you, why are you like 

this with me ? 
Michu. (Leaves off painting, and looks up at her.) How am I 

with you ? 
Cath. Oh, you know well enough. 
Michu. Ho I ? Oh, then, I suppose I do ! But I don’t! 
Cath. You know nothing of it ? 
Michu. No, I tell you, no. 
Cath. You are so cool to me, that’s what you are! Ain’t you 

cool ? 
Michu. Well, that’s my duty. 
Cath. How, your duty ? 
Michu, Yes ! Marignan is my friend ! He loves you, so I must 

not. 
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Catli, That’s not true ; he does not love me. And besides, what 

does it matter to me whether he does or does not love me. I only 

know one thing, and that is—that is that—I love you. 

Michu. You do? Hush then ! (Looks towards s.e.b. 

Catli. I just adore you ! 

Michu. I eutreat, silence. 

Cath. (Entreat ingly.) Michu! 

Michu. What is it ? 

Cath. ( Coquettishly.) Come and give me a kiss. 

Michu. Well, I will, presently. (Looks towards s.e.b. 

Cath. No, come now ; come and kiss me, I want it. 

Michu. (Going very slowly.) Very well, all right, here goes. 

(Catherine, while he approachest holds her cheek to be kissed, 
but just as Michu gets quite near her, she is still no longer, but 
throwing both arms about his neck, kisses him. 

Enter Marquis de la Houppe, Henri Marignan, and Count Edgar 

de la Houppe, s.e.r. 

Cath. Ah, Michu, Michu ! 

(Michu and Catherine seeing the other characters enter, Cath¬ 

erine resumes her former position quickly. 
Marquis. (Seeing Catherine kiss Michu.) Ah ! 

Marig. What’s that ? 

Edgar. What’s the matter ? 

( The three entrances follow each other quickly. 
Marquis. Nothing, nothing at all! 

(Michu, covered with soapsuds, has thrown himself to l., and 
stands there abashed—Catherine has retaken her pose, arm 
up and on the platform—Marignan looks from Michu to Cath¬ 

erine and from Catherine to Michu. 

Marquis. Meanwhile, sir artist, there is nothing more to do, but 

make our adieus, and take leave. 

Marig. Already! No hurry, messieur le Marquis ! 

Edgar. (Aside to the Marquis.) She is not here. 

Marquis. (Aside.) We will go and look for her at the festival of 

Noisy le Sec, in the tents. Good day, monsieur artist. 

Marig. (Still looking at Michu and Catherine.) Monsieur the 

Marquis! 

Marquis. As for your picture with two ends, since I have no place 

except for a simple picture, I should be greatly obliged to you if you 

would send me half of it. (Going up. 
Marig. (Following.) What, the half of it! 

Edgar. ( Going to c. door.) Yes, the half—which ever half you 

please, it is all the same to us. 

(Ex,it Marquis, c. door, having first made Edgar go out before 
him—Marignan follows them to c. door, which he closes after 
their exits, and comes down. 
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Marig. (Talcing a napkin from a piece of furniture, l., and throw¬ 
ing it at Michu.) Wipe yourself, Michu ! 

Michu. I wipe myself? 
Marig. Yes, take off* that soap that Catherine put there when she 

kissed you, just now. 
Cath. ( Coming down from the platform.) I’ll declare! 
Marig. Oh, good heavens, little Catherine, you’d not take the 

trouble to deny it if you knew how it’s all the same to me. (Laughs. 
Cath. (After a moment of surprise.) I’m going away. I shall 

dress myself and go away, and when I do go I’ll never come back. 
(As she goes up the stairs.) Yes, and you will be sorry, you will 
miss me. You have done finely, lia, ha, ha ! (Speaks as she is going 
up the stairs, reaches the gallery, turns at the top.) You will miss me, 
for you will never find another model as nice and gentle as I am, 
(with a stifling sob from the gallery) nor one who—who is so dis- 

Marig. So discreet! (Laughs. 
Cath. (Furious.) I am going ! Do you hear ? I am going away 1 

( Exit door in gallery. 
Michu. ( Slowly ^approaching Marignan.) Do you want me? 
Marig, No ! There is good reason why I should never want you, 

or any such as you are. You, the living proof of our superiority—the 
superiority of us, the intentionists—you demonstrate that nature is of 
our sohool. 

Michu. How so ? 
Marig. Go, find any member of the Academy of Arts, and tell him 

to make the likeness of such a man as women love. The academi¬ 
cian, without hesitation, represents a handsome fellow. He paints 
him fair, or he paints him dark, but nevertheless, he tries to make a 
handsome fellow, whereas nature, ah ! nature- 

Michu. ( Quickly.) Well, what of nature ? 
Marig. You say to him, make the likeness of a man beloved of 

women, after nature, (pointing to Michu) and there is the thing he’d 
made. 

Michu. ( Finding this rather sharp.) Oh! 

Enter Carcassonne and La Cigale, whose face is concealed by a veil, 
from c. door. 

Care. (Comes down, c.) Well, here we are! 
(La Cigale remains at doorway. 

Marig. (a.) Oh, you’ve come about the portrait? 
Care. Yes! 
Marig. (Points to La Cigale, up stage.) Very well! What is 

she doing there, your little one? Why don’t she show herself? 
Come here a moment, my dear, and let’s see how you look. 

La Cigale. (Lifting her veil. ) Here I am ! ( Comes down c. 
Marig. (b.c. ) La Cigale ! 
La Cigale. (l.c.) And it is not at all to have my portrait made 
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tlmt I am here. I have come to speak with you alone. Is there no 
one else here ? 

Marig. No, no ! (Aside to Michu, r.) Michu, be quick, and get 
Catherine out by the other staircase. 

Michu. I understand! 
(Exit by staircase and door on passage at top. 

La Cigale. Wait there, Carcassonne, wait in the ante-chamber, 
and warn us if any one conies. 

Care. ( Vexed.) In the ante-chamber ? 
La Cigale. Obey! 
Care. 1 obey ! (Exit c. 
Murig. La Cigale—Mademoiselle Ernestine, I should have said— 

Mademoiselle des Allures! 
La Cigale. Never call me Ernestine. 
Marig. Why not ? 
La Cigale. Because I am so no longer. 
Marig. Since when ? 
La Cigale. This morning. I have quitted the magnificent man¬ 

sion of my family. 1 have left it to return to my old tent, and Gypsy 
life with- 

Marig. With Carcassonne ? 
La Cigale. As you say, with Carcassonne. 

Enter Carcassonne, c. door. 

Care. Did you call? 
La Cigale. You were spoken of, but were not called. You can go 

back ! 
Care. I will go back ? 

(In the same tone, and exit c.—During the following dialogue, the 
positions of the two characters, La Cigale and Maeignan, can 
be arranged at rehearsal to suit their conceptions and conve¬ 
nience. 

La Cigale. I have given him to understand on what conditions I 
should consent to return with him ; he has accepted my conditions. 

Marig. (Stupefied.) He has accepted ? 
La Cigale. A flaming costume, perfectly new ; my name in enor¬ 

mous letters, and a room all to myself, with a big trunk in one cor¬ 
ner on which any one who comes to visit me may find a seat. 

Marig. (Laughs boisterously. ) That is superb ! There is nothing 
to be said against that ; it is superb. 

La Cigale. Isn’t it ? 
Marig. But that’s nothing! I cannot understand at all, why, you 

being rich, and well lodged, and of course powerful, that the idea 
should ever again come back to you to turn gypsy ! 

La Cigale. Oh, you can’t understand that ? 
Marig. No! 
La Cigale. Ah! that’s because you can’t in the least understand 
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wliat it is like, this roving mountebank’s life in the fresh and open 
air. 

Marig. Yes, that's true, I know nothing about it. 
La Gig ale. The turns executed to the sound of the clarionette, the 

applause of the crowd which is incessantly renewed, the joyous cries 
and the clapping of hands of the dear children, the admiring glances 
of the military gentlemen, and the quick and hearty applause from 
the cheap places, the two cent seats ; the remarks that reach your 
ears from them, not over nice always ; but what enthusiasm and what 
stamping of feet; how they call for “encore,” and “encore,” and 
such encores ! Not finger touches covered with kid gloves, (imitates) 
noiseless taps from well-dressed magnates in high-priced places, such 
as you would find at the opera, no blaze, dreamy faces to be found 
with 11s, but rough and honest fellows, true sons of toil who pay their 
cents with a will, and buy amusement that they may laugh, and not 
to criticize or flaunt to open ridicule. No, when one has once tasted 
of this intoxication of “ well-earned applause,” one can no longer do 
without it; well or ill, no longer, no longer. 

Marig. Ah ! you can never make me believe that it was for that 
that you have left- 

La Cigale. Don’t you believe that to be the reason ? 
Marig. I cannot. 
La Cigale. And you are right—yet it is because of something else. 
Marig. There ! you see ! 
La Cigale. (Quietly and impressively to him.) If I had not run 

away from my aunt’s I should have been obliged, three days from 
now, to have married some one whom I do not love. 

Marig. That young Edgar ? 
Ia Cigale. Yes! 
Marig. You don’t love him, then? 
La Cigale. No, but I love some one else. Now do you under¬ 

stand ? Did you hear me ? I said do you understand ? 
Marig. I begin to. (Sighs.) It seems to me, however, that pru¬ 

dence might have found some other means of- 
La Cigale. (Shortly and distinctly.) I had but two things to do. 
Marig. Ah ! And those were- 
La Cigale. To return to the tent, or fly to the other one, the—man 

—I—love. 
Marig. To the man you love ? 
La Cigale. Yes ! but how would he have received me ? 
Marig. With due consideration, undoubtedly. 
La Cigale. And besides, what should I do in his house? I would 

not be his mistress, and he would never take me for his wife. His is 
a proud soul, and a man of pride could not marry me, could he ? No 
one ever marries a young woman who has been a mountebank ! 

Marig. (In a weak voice.) It is not customary. 
La Cigale. Then you see what good reason I have to return to 

Monsieur Carcassonne’s. But before I let the door of the tent close 
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between tlie world and me, I desired to come to see you—to see you 
in your home. 

Marig. To my borne ? 
La Cigale. Yes, I wished to see you in the midst of the works 

which your genius had created. 
Marig. Here they are. 
La Cigale. All yours ? 
Marig. There are a good half-dozen belonging to Michu, but all 

the rest are mine. 
La Cigale. ( Taking up a Utile picture.) What does this represent ? 

(She turns and returns the picture in every way. 
Marig. (Looking over it.) Wait a moment, then, just a moment. 

I do not quite recall what it means. 
La Cigale. What! you don’t remember? 
Marig. No ! But it must be written on the back. You have only 

to look ; I have the habit, as soon as I have finished a picture to put 
the name of the subject on it. 

La Cigale. On the back it says, “Landscape”—it is a landscape. 
Marig. Yes, I remember, it is a rustic landscape. 
La Cigale. (Sentimentally.) It is in just such a landscape as that 

that I should wish to live. 
Marig. Truly ? 
La Cigale. Yes, with a husband! with a husband that I could 

love! 
Marig. Little Cigale! 
La Cigale. And why, after all, will they not marry me ? Because 

I have been a mountebank ? But what difference can that make 
since I have remained pure. You know that surely yourself, you 
know that I am pure! 

Marig. ( Much moved.) Yes, I know it. 
La Cigale. What, then ? Suppose you yourself are that man, to 

whom I sought to flee. Suppose it were you whom I love ? 
Marig. Little Cigale ! 
La Cigale. Suppose you loved me ? That is only a supposition, 

mind, that is understood. Suppose this then only a supposition, 
would you refuse to marry me ? 

Marig. Would I refuse ? 
La Cigale, (Nervous and excited.) Yes, yes, yes, I said it, “?’e- 

fuse/” 
Marig. (Aside.) What a struggle ! Good heavens ! (indicating 

his heart) it is there that this struggle goes on ; would any one like 
to know where a struggle is going on ? It is here; here, here ! 

La Cigale. What are you saying to yourself? I can’t hear you ! 
Marig. (Enthusiastically.) What was I saying ? 
La Cigale. Yes! 
Marig. I say that you are decidedly too good, little Cigale. I 

know now how genius comes to us, I know how it comes now. In 
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tbe great ball of the Louvre is a picture which is Called The Mistress 
of Titieu. 

La Cigale. ( Cool) Is it pretty ? 
• Marig. Ob, no! it is worth but little. Tbe bead is not in keeping 
—it is bard, it is pasty—there is no light in it; even you, could you 
see it, would perceive tbe want of light. I, Marignan, I will make 
tbe fellow to this picture, as it shall be your portrait 1 

La Cigale* (Excited.) Ah 1 
Marig. (Rapidly.) But when three, four, Jive hundred years 

hence, the amateurs elbow each other to admire it, they will not mis¬ 
take, then. There is light for you they will say, light, light, light! 
There it is, and if it is there we know well enough the reason why. 
It is because while the artist painted this picture he was in love with 
his model. 

La Cigale. In love ? Do you say that—in love ? And you are 
going to paint it ? 

Marig. Yes, I have said it, in love ! Would it please you to hear 
me repeat it ? 

La Cigale. Yes, that would please me. Repeat, repeat, repeat, 
and if I think you are likely to run down, why I’ll wind you up. Oh, 
I’m mad with joy ! For six months I have been running after that 
word. For what else have I come here? (Pointing to the pictures.) 
Do you imagiue that it was to—(Recollecting herself)—yes, it was a 
little for that, if you will have it so, but above all it was to make you 
say the word you have just said, in love, in love ! And then he asks 
if it W'ould give me pleasure to hear it repeated. I rather think it 
would give me pleasure, I rather think it would, indeed 1 

Marig. Well, then, I love you. 
' La Cigale. (Quickly.) Say it again. 

Marig. I love you, little Cigale. Down there, at Babizon, I did 
not; even in your aunt’s house, I did not, but since the time w'heu 
you gave me that bump on the head- 

La Cigale. Ah, that bump ! I knew I was going to give it you ! 
Marig. You did ? 
La C>gale. Yes, and I knew this time Was coming after I had given 

it to you. Didn’t the cards tell me all about it ? 
Marig. (Laughs.) Oh, those cards ! 
La Cigale. But you did not keep your bump very long ? 
Marig. No \ I doctored it, and at the end of three short weeks, I 

lost all trace of it! 
La Cigale. Good, well done ! 
Marig. Since that very day, I have loved you! And could you 

have seen me that day when the letter came announcing your ap¬ 
proaching marriage, could you have seen me, La Cigale- 

La Cigale. Calm yourself! Let us see! Siuce it is not that mar¬ 
riage which is to take place, since it is you who are to wed 

Marig, I ? * 
La Cigale. Yes, you I 
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Marig. (Aside.) Here comes the struggle again. 
(Hand io his heart. 

La Gig ale. You do not answer ? 
Marig. No, I cannot, will not! But do not mistake me, my mo¬ 

tives are honorable. 
La Cigale. (Alarmed.) Honorable? 
Marig. There are cases where one may wed a mountebank, but 

there are other cases where one may not. When the mountebank 
has not a cent, one may, but when she is rich, as you are, it cannot 
be done, because then the comrades- 

La Gigale. Ah, how happy I am to hear you speak like that. You 
have at least something of the artist. 

Marig. What, talent ? 
La Cigale. No ! The greatness of character! Then it is because 

I am rich, you refuse ? 
Marig. For no other reason. 
La Cigale. Why, then, nothing easier—this fortune- 
Marig. Weil, what of it ? 
La Cigale. I renounce it. 
Marig. Would you? 
La Cigale. Would I ? Yes! What is money to me? I am not a 

young lady, I am a gypsy, a savage. 1 think only of my love, and I 
love you. Since the day 1 first saw you 1 have loved you ! 

( She falls into his arms. 

Euler Baroness des Allures and Marqttis de la Houppe, o. door, at 
the last words, followed by Michu and Carcassonne. 

Marig. (Seeing them.) Ah ! Madame the Baroness and Monsieur 
the Marquis! 

Baroness, (r c. ) Thanks to the aid of Monsieurs Michu and 
Carcassonne, we are here, and have heard all. 

La Gigale. (c.) And consent? 
Baroness. You shall be his wife ! 
La Cigale. Ah, little aunt, dear little aunt! 
Care. (r. corner.) And I will tear up the engagement, but you 

will not forget that a forfeiture was agreed upon ? 
Michu. (b.) Would you like to be paid in pictures? Take what 

you please. (Carcassonne and Michu go up and examine the pictures. 

Enter Count Edgar de la Houppe, hurriedly, c. doo?-, with a packet of 
letters in his hand. 

Elgar. Where is my intended ? They tell me she is found, where 
is she, the darling? (Down l. 

Marquis. (Showing him La Cigale in Marignan’s arms.) There 
she is, nephew ! 

Edgar. Don’t be naughty, uncle mine. I’ll marry, I don’t ask for 
unything else than just to many. 
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Marig. It is too late, monsieur, you will have to go back to your 
Adele ! (La Cigale embraces him for this. 

Edgar. I have just come from her! and here is what I found 
there ; a letter from a Mr. Theodore reproaching her for having de¬ 
ceived him with a Mr. Alfred, and then one from a Mr. Alfred filled 
with reproaches, and then a pile of letters, oh, such a pile—and as I 
don’t want a young lady who can play cup aud ball with so many 
lovers, why I’d rather live a bachelor, and if necessary, die one 1 

Care. ( Coming down with a big picturey representing a woman inj 
mountebank's costumey walking on her hands with her feet in the air.)■ 
Here is just tlie thing that will serve for my tent! 

La Cigale. ( To Marignan, who seems preoccupied.) What is the 
matter with you now ? 

Marig. Why, this marriage being coupled with that marriage por¬ 
tion. (La Cigale seems vexed.) I accept it, however, but on one 
condition, that I be allowed to continue to paint pictures. 

La Cigale. If you will be allowed ? Of course you will be allowed) 
to make pictures. How well our two professions will go together. j 

Marig. How so ? 
La Cigale. Why, when you have finished a picture, we will ask: 

some person to hold it up just so. ( To Carcassonne, who continued 
looking at the picture.) Monsieur Carcassonne, I beg you. (Carcas¬ 

sonne mounts the platform, and holds the picture as directed by La 
Cigale, between herself and Marignan. ) There ! ( Calling to Maricj- 

nan, who is on the other side.) There now, call me a little, tell me tto 
come to you. j j 

Marig. Very well! come ! \ ; 
La Cigale. Here I am ! 

( At one bound she leaps through the canvassf and falls into MA-j* 
rignan’s arms. 

Marig. Ah, little Cigale, little Cigale ! 

Disposition of Characters. 

Carcassonne. | | Platform. 

(Embracej. 

Ha Cigale. Marignan 
c. % 

Curtain. 
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3 Little Silver Hair and the 
Three Bears. 

4 Robin Hood;or, the Merry 
Men of Sherwood Forest. 

5 Little Red Riding Hood. 
6 The Frog Prince. 
7 Blue Beard; or. Female 

Curiosity. 
8 Jack, the Giant Killer. 
9 Two Gentlemen at Mivarts 

10 Dark Deeds. 
ix Marry in Haste and Re¬ 

pent at Leisure. 
12 Wearing of the Green 
13 The Resuit of a Nap. 
14 Monsieur Pierre. 
15 Virtue Victorious. 
16 Love (Burlesque). 
17 Afloat and Ashore. 
18 "Tragedy Transmogrified. 
19 Fairy Freaks. 
20 A Medical Man. 

| 21 Harlequin Little Red Rid- 
1 ing Hood.. 
22 Fireside Diplomacy. 
23 lngomar (Burlesque). 
24 Money Makes the Man. 
25 The Happy Dispatch. 
26 An Eligible Situation. 
27 The Pet Lamb. 
28 The Last Lily. 
29 'The Three Temptations. 
30 Katharine and Petruchio 

(Burlesque). 
31 His First Brief. 
32 The Girls of the Period. 
33 Matched but not Mated. 
34 Penelope Anne. 
35 A Woman will be a Wo¬ 

man. 
36 Caught in his own Toils. 
37 Cousin Florence. 
38 Lucy’s Love Lesson. 
39 A Game of Billiards. 
40 The Wrong Bottle 
41 A Lyrical Lover. 
42 A Bad Temper. 
43 Women’s Rights. 

i 44 Mischievous Bob. 
45 A Pint of Ale. 
46 'The Last Drop. 
47 'The Wine Cup. 
48 Out in the Streets. 
49 Mothers and Fathers. 
50 Taken in and Done F 
51 All’s Fair in Love and 
52 Dross from Gold. 
53 Aunt Jerusha’s Visit. 
54 The Village Belle. 
55 Lord Dundreary’s Vis 
56 My Peter. 
57 The Cream of T.ove. 
58 The Babes in the Woe 
59 Closing of the “ Eagle 
60 Don’t Marry a Drunl 

to Reform Him. 
61 Furnished Apartment.1 
62 The Harvest Storm. 
63 Maud’s Command. 
64 Out of the Depths. 
65 'The Poisoned Darkies 
66 Ralph Coleman’s R 

mation. 
67 Slighted Treasures. 

Either of the above will be sent by mail, on receipt of price, by 

IIAPPY HOURS COMPANY, 
No. 5 Beekman Street, New Y 






